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Feeling the love...

Kangaroo Valley turns out to support
their much-loved Pioneer Museum
‘Twas heard about the Valley
one fine day
That a sneaky paparazzi had
lost his way
When en route to a secret
celebrity hitch
He encountered much more
than simply a ditch...
The lone reporter found
himself in a jam
When he discovered he’d
driven straight into a dam!
So it goes without saying that
he never got those pics
And instead he made headlines
for his crash in the sticks!
Sally Latham
Read more about this story on
page 30

ANZAC Day 2017 in the Valley,
see the photos on pages 8, 9,
14 and 15

e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Hello dear readers
At this time of the year my thoughts
always return to my
dear old friend Bill Lawson.
I often get asked if I miss him, and well
I have to say
yes I do, but I have a new home and
new friends now and
I am happy and contented.
Bill liked to recite poetry.
And right up until he died he could
remember
The Man from Snowy River.
Here is one of my favourite excerpts...
“And down by Kosciusko, where the
pine-clad ridges raise
Their torn and rugged battlements on
high,
Where the air is clear as crystal, and
the white stars fairly blaze
At midnight in the cold and frosty sky,
And where around the Overflow the
reedbeds sweep and sway
To the breezes, and the rolling plains
are wide,
The Man from Snowy River is a
household word to day,
And the stockmen tell the story of his
ride.”
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Pioneer Days - A weekend celebration of history

On Saturday, April 22nd, the Pioneer
Village Museum gates opened to our
second annual ‘Pioneer Days’. Over 40
volunteers donated their time and skills
to present a weekend celebration of
Australian and local heritage.
Demonstrations of trades and techniques
used by our early pioneers were on
display. Geoff Cochrane, celebrating his
birthday during the event, was back again
with the bullock team and his whipcracking grandsons, along with a special
guest - one-year-old camel, Carletta, who
was a great hit with the children. Visitors
enjoyed the farrier shoeing a horse,

More photos on page 43,
with thanks to Al Lockyer
and Tony Barnett for
capturing some great
moments!

our local smithy crafting a hammer, pit
sawing, sheep shearing, and cow milking.
Local, skilled tradesmen and craftsmen
(and women) demonstrated butter
making, cheese making, candle making,
woodworking, leatherwork, leadlight
creation, pottery, spinning, weaving
and quilting. A demonstration of vintage
machinery was presented and classes
were held in the bush school. Kids
enjoyed traditional games and a treasure
hunt. The Lions provided a fabulous BBQ
as everyone spent their day immersed in
the days of yesteryear.

Great weather ensured a great turnout
and the weekend was enjoyed by young
and old alike. This spectacular event
would not be possible without the
generosity of our many volunteers and
the Pioneer Days Committee would like
to thank everyone involved in this year’s
event.
More pictures will be available in
the near future on our facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/
KangarooValleyPioneerVillageMuseum.
						
			
Robin Wolstenholme
on behalf of the Pioneer Days Committee
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Voice ...

Council to sell off public river
front land

Community update on the Red
and White service station
To the Community of Kangaroo Valley,
We are writing to the Valley Voice to
ensure the community of Kangaroo Valley
are kept informed of developments in
and around the site of the old Red and
White Service Station in the centre of
town. Over the weekend of 25 March a
standard construction site safety fence
was erected on the boundary of the
property, this fence is to ensure restricted
access for the safety of the community
and members of the general public. This
forms part of the approval by Shoalhaven
City Council referenced in DA16/2024
Our Family is working on a long term
plan for the site and the development
of this plan is contingent on a couple of
important steps. Firstly, we were required
to carry out a detailed site environmental
assessment and develop a remediation
action plan. These have been completed
and the outcomes were positive allowing
us to progress to the next stage. The next
stage will involve remediating the site
involving the demolition and removal of
all existing structures. This work, with
Council consent, is planned to occur in
the second quarter of 2017. Once the
site has been remediated we will then
be reviewing a number of options for the
site.

Broger’s Creek is one of Upper Kangaroo
Valley’s most beautiful waterways. But
like many of the valley’s watercourses,
public access to the river banks for
swimming, a picnic or a riverside walk is
very limited at best. There are several
reasons for this. Much of the river flats
that lead to the river bank, whether it
be Upper Kangaroo River, Kangaroo River,
or Broger’s Creek, is privately owned
agricultural land and thus inaccessible to
the public. Although the Crown owns a
thin strip of all river banks (on behalf of
the River Catchment Authority), access is
only available when this tiny strip abuts a
public space, such as the edge of a road
near the river, often next to a bridge.
Other access points are often difficult and
dangerous as they are on steep slopes and
full of dense foliage.

Above: Brogers Creek
Below: Rope swing
Below right: Enjoying a picnic in the area
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However, at the end of Battys Rd in Upper
Kangaroo River, is a delightful stretch of
river front land on Broger’s Creek, over an
acre in size, that Shoalhaven City Council
plans to sell. The site, known as Brogers
Flats to some of the locals, is unique as
the river front land currently available for
public use on this stretch of the creek is
much wider than the usual tiny stretches
of river bank that are accessible to the
public elsewhere in the Valley. The land
is a disused 20 metre wide road easement
which fronts directly onto the river bank
and is easily accessible via a public track
from the end of Battys Road, through an
imposing private gate. The old road also
has great historical significance as it was
gazetted in 1856 and was the only access
to this part of the valley for almost a
hundred years. If this sale proceeds, the
community would lose one of the most
beautiful and accessible river frontages,
and then be left with a precarious walk to
a river bank of mostly rocks, scrubs and
trees.
Although we own nearby property, we
have no personal stake in the fate of this
land. However, along with other local
residents we have voiced our dismay
and anger at losing this beautiful area of
land to private interests and we would
encourage anyone who enjoys a day by
the river to write to council, before yet
another piece public property is sold off.
council@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
Ref: 45232E (D17/36576)
This sale is being processed by Building
and Assets of Shoalhaven City Council.
Phil and Sarah Crowe

We thank you for your patience to date
and understanding of the challenges in
dealing with this complex site.
Best Regards
The Martin Family
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Q: There have been many people
in KV affected by internet
outages in the past few months.
What technology are you
using and what has been your
experience? Do you have any
message for the community?
Trish Livesy,
Kelly’s Road,
Upper River
We are on the
NBN SkyMuster
satellite.
The previous
satellite was
quite unreliable
but SkyMuster
works well,
generally. It is
slow, of course,
but seems reliable so far. When there is a
problem, not being very tech-literate, we
often don’t know which bit of the system
has the fault: the modem, the satellite
dish, the router etc, so we don’t know
who to call for support.

Peter Botsman,
MacKays Road,
Upper River
There have been
internet provision
difficulties in Upper
River for 15-20
years. I have been
on SkyMuster for
about four months.
I run my business
from home and
am a heavy user of data. The household
chews through our data allocation in
about six days and then we are ‘shaped’,
which is impossible. It is also unreliable.
My ISP and NBN Co say the situation can’t
be improved for about two years.
I think we KV residents should band
together to find our own solutions. We
need to hold politicians to account
on telecoms issues. I think we should
consider putting up an independent in
the next Federal election on a platform
of provision of telecoms. This could get
some traction now; previously the valley
seemed to have a two-tier system with
some having great internet and some
bad, but now most people seem to have
problems to some degree.
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Easter was a special occasion at the
Church of the Good Shepherd. Good
Friday reminded all who attended of
what Jesus did for us on the cross. To
quote from Romans 5:6-8: ‘You see,
at just the right time, when we were
still powerless, Christ died for the
ungodly. Very rarely will anyone die for
a righteous person, though for a good
person someone might possibly dare
to die. But God demonstrates his own
love for us in this: While we were still
sinners, Christ died for us.’
Easter Sunday was a celebration, as we
remembered how Jesus rose from the
dead! At both our 8.30am and 10am
services we gave out colouring books
with bible verses in them for all adults
who attended. After our 10am service
we had an easter egg hunt in our church
backyard. Easter Sunday reminds us that,
as Jesus himself says, ‘The Messiah will
suffer and rise from the dead on the third
day, and repentance for the forgiveness
of sins will be preached in his name to all
nations’ (Luke 24:46-47).
Finally - do you have a year 12 student
doing their HSC this year? In the July
school holidays coming, our church will be
opening up our hall at the rear for those
students who need to do quiet study away
from distractions. Watch this space for
more details in the June edition of the
Voice.
Warm regards,
						
			
Andrew Paterson

Howard Sacre, Wattamolla
Currently my family is here on weekends.
Previously we were on the ISS (Interim
Service Satellite). Now we’re on
SkyMuster and it is much faster. We are
very happy with both the NBN and ANT,
our ISP who is in Grafton and very good to
deal with.
Contributing to the Voice next month?
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 by

MAY 20TH

We are always interested in
receiving new submissions, including
new columns and any suggestions
about what you may like to see in
the Voice.

Alexandra Bruce, Wattamolla Road
(close to KV Road)
We are now on NBN fixed wireless. That
means we have a diamond-shaped dish
that talks to the tower at Barrengarry.
We then have WiFi into the house. It’s
generally very good, but there have
been some outages, sometimes for
days, affecting many people. We were
previously on ADSL (via cable): it was
slow and we had frequent outages in wet
weather. This NBN solution is theoretically
faster, but practically there does not
seem to be much difference (may be due
to old computers?).
Footnote: I’ve been on SkyMuster
satellite for five months. It is good
and generally very reliable, although
the speed is limited, but I have had
one component (the transmit/receive
unit) that has failed twice and has
caused outages of 12 days and six days
respectively. For this unit to fail is very
unusual according to the (excellent)
technician.
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The Way of All Fish

The two characters, Miss Riverton played by Sarah Butler and Senator Asquith played by Jillian O’Dowd.

Sarah Butler and Jillian O’Dowd are
producing and performing again for The
ARTSLAB at the Upper River Hall. If you
haven’t made it to one of their shows as
yet – “Do yourself a flavour!”
They are back in May with The Way
of all Fish by Elaine May. If you liked
Tempting Morsels in 2015, you will
love The Way Of All Fish – once again
bringing wit, wine and culinary wonder
to the stage of the Upper River Hall.
The Way Of All Fish is a slick black
comedy power play with a twist. Written
by American Elaine May, this ARTSLAB
version has been reimagined and placed
in the world of Australian politics where
“It’s not whether you’re a man or woman
that determines whose world it is, it’s

how strong you are that determines
whether you’re a man or a woman.
Metaphorically, of course.” Forget the
‘Ladies who Lunch’, these two ambitious
characters invite you to their hilarious
telling table for two.
The Way of All Fish is the first one act
play in a compilation of three, entitled
Power Plays. The other two, Virtual
Reality and In and Out of the Light were
co-written with Alan Arkin, and all three
were an Off Broadway comedy sensation
in the 1990s, starring the playwrights
themselves.
Jilly directed Fish in 2009 for The London
School of Dramatic Art foundation
students. The students were studying
Acting in the UK, one from Italy, the
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other from South America. Jilly then
realised the genius of this particular
one act script, and that its theme and
comedy were universal. Sarah had the
thought to reimagine it in an Australian
context for our KV audience, leading to
an organic dual discovery that, with very
few adjustments, it could develop into a
political satire.
After all, what are those games that
women in power need to play in a so
called man’s world? Who’s in charge
really? And who pays the price for this
power? Then there’s the question of
‘Fame’. Does this lead us to do the most
despicable or extraordinary things? Is it a
motivator for some or just a byproduct of
the media circus exploiting us all?
The hilarity and severity of this play’s
circumstance is a fabulous feast. Come
dine out on these women - literarily of
course!
Tickets for the show include delicious
delicate vegetarian finger food by the
marvellous Martine Folden, as well as
drinks.
Three shows only! Running Time one hour.
Saturday 20 May at 6pm
Saturday 27 May at 6pm
Sunday 28 May at 1pm.
Tickets are $40, $25 for under 18s. Book
on www.artslab.com.au. Limited seating.
Rated PG for the occasional swear word.
Look forward to seeing you there.		
		
’The Way of All Fish’ team.

@ The ARTSLAB Upper River Hall

THE WAY OF ALL FISH theatre

SAT 20 MAY 6PM
SAT 27 MAY 6PM
SUN 28 MAY 1PM A black comedy power play with a twist
by Elaine May
with Jilly O’Dowd & Sarah Butler
Tickets include finger food & drinks

Three shows only! Bookings essential: $40 / $25 (under 18s)
SAVE THE DATE:

12 AUG 7PM

GREG FLEET comedy & conversation
Fresh from the Melbourne Comedy Festival and Adelaide Fringe

Greg Fleet & his show We Are Idiots
is coming to The ARTSLAB. More details soon.

INFO & BOOKINGS: www.artslab.com.au

UPPER RIVER HALL | 1009 UPPER KANGAROO RIVER ROAD | KANGAROO VALLEY
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Kangaroo Valley Local Actors
Local acting duo, Jacinta Perry and Pat
Powell, as well as being husband and
wife, are both preparing to take to
the stage in very different directions.
Whilst Pat will soon set sail in concert
performances of South Pacific at the
Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre with
Illawarra On Pointe Productions, Jacinta
is heading for the English country village
of Dibley in the Highlands Theatre Group’s
May production of The Vicar of Dibley.
With her acting experience spanning many
years, Jacinta had her first introduction to
the stage with the Cronulla Arts Theatre.
Since then, she has appeared in numerous
Sean Kramer Christmas pantomimes,
playing characters such as ‘Snow White’
and ‘The Sheriff of Nottingham’, as
well as playing the role of ‘Ruth’ in The
Pirates of Penzance, presented by the
Albatross Musical Theatre Company in
Nowra. Jacinta has gained a wealth of
knowledge both on the stage and behind
the scenes, working as Stage Manager at
the Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre for
Fiddler on the Roof, My Fair Lady and The
Boy From Oz.
On Friday, May 12, The Vicar of Dibley
opens at the Mittagong Playhouse,
where you can see Jacinta on stage once
again, in HTG’s thoroughly entertaining
production.

Nothin’ thinks like a dame

Evening performances commence at 8pm
on May 12th, 13th, 19th and 20th and
there will be four 2pm matinees on May
13th, 14th, 20th and 21st. Book online at
htg.org.au or ring Destination Southern
Highlands on 4871 2888.

evening performances on Friday and
Saturday 12th and 13th May, as well
as matinee performances on Saturday
and Sunday 13th and 14th May. To book
tickets phone 1300 788 503 or go to
www.shoalhaven entertainment.com.au.

South Pacific in Concert is at the
Shoalhaven Entertainment Centre with

A great Mother’s Day present!
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ANZAC Day 2017 in the Valley
Memorial Shield, was awarded to Giacomo
Delmenico by Zach Bray, eldest grandson
of James Bray.
I hope you enjoyed the aerial tributes
from HARS (Historical Aircraft Restoration
Society) and HMAS ALBATROSS. This year
we were fortunate to witness aircraft
from WW11 and the Korean and Vietnam
Conflicts as well as a modern day
helicopter. We are very appreciative of
this special treat and their support.
This ANZAC our wonderful new audio
equipment had its debut. The Committee
is very grateful to the Kangaroo Valley
Chamber of Tourism and Commerce for
their generous donation which enabled
this impressive purchase. It dramatically
improved the quality of the presentation
of the Commemorative Service.

As we have commemorated another
ANZAC Day event in the Valley, it is
now my pleasure to thank the many
members of the community who
assisted with all the vital aspects of
the proceedings that together ensured
another very successful day.

here in the Valley they definitely play an
important part. Their contributions are
valued and encouraged as an important
feature of the proceedings and their
enthusiasm valued and encouraged. The
future of this Remembrance Ceremony is
in their hands.

The support shown to our dedicated and
hard working Anzac Committee makes
it all very rewarding. Together we are a
great team!

As always the ANZAC Competition was a
success and the prize winners are:

Ben Stapleton has, since his Primary
School years, been the flag monitor
so observance of the ANZAC tradition
is not new to him. His emotional
Commemorative Address was a gem.
Thank you Ben. The address is published
in this edition of the Voice.
The inclusion in the Service of Primary
and Secondary School students is not
always done in other communities but

Lena Michalitsiano, Taylor Ricketts,
Amity Bryant, Maeve Comber, Nina
Delmenico, Sharni Stewart, Cisco Folden,
Joshua Steele, Julaiha Kallus, Charlotte
Jones, Amelia Sims, Mason, Molly Jones,
Harmony Barker, Ashleigh Hill and
Giacomo Delmenico.
Congratulations to you all for excellent
work and the Commemorative ‘thank you’
Coin for 2017 was presented at the School
Anzac Service when School resumed.
The ANZAC Award, the James Bray

A special thank you to Andrew, Fr Ronan
and John for their thoughtful prayers,
school teachers who tutored the students
with the competition and the beautiful
choral work, Mike, Lance and Nigel,
Paul and Vicki for the music, Derek and
Gayle for compering and the efficient
Ambulance, Police and our Firies for their
caring security role.
Thank you to the Nowra ex-Servicemen’s
Club for their generous donation of the
flyovers.
The wreaths were made with love and
care and admired by the spectators.
Thank you to Gayle and Livy for organising
these and to everyone who laid a tribute
to a past loved one.
Thank you Allan for compiling the
Programme and Ann Sudmalis’ office
staff for printing it. We are also grateful
for the support of our Mayor and local
members.
As always the RMS was very co-operative
and the necessary road closure now
causes minimum disruption to the
travelling public. The event is nationally
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very significant and the time taken to
efficiently conduct the March and Service,
is appreciated by the public. Time out
and road closures are just part of this day
as we honour the men and women who
gave their Service and in many cases their
lives.
Thank you Trish for organising the Raffle
and we extend our appreciation for the
generous donations from members of
this community for the prize baskets and
vouchers.
Thank you also to the Kangaroo Valley
Voice for their support.
The ever-faithful Lions Club supplied
the barbecue and the cuppa and Anzac
biscuits and Jacqui Lenz ensured the
Hall was a perfect venue for morning tea
and the display of the art work. Sincere
thanks for your support.
Tony and Nicole were busy taking the
pics and many appear in this Voice as
testimony to the success and enjoyment
of this special Valley day. So many
helpful people to thank as I said ... as a
community what a great team! Thank you
all for making it so and for the respect
you continue to show to those men and
women who have served their country in
theatres of War.
Joan Bray

Thanks to Al Lockyer, Tony Barnett and other
members of the community for submitting some
wonderful photos. (These pages and pages 14,15)

Sharmans Earthmoving

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

4465 1177

Tania Sharman
0409 289 123
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Things to do before you die
As we know, by planning your own
funeral, you can make your preferences
known, and even plan all of the details
in advance. Now that the practicalities
of planning your funeral have been
considered, let’s look at the specific
details for the funeral service.
Please note that the following points
are focussed on a non-religious service,
but aspects will be similar for a religious
service; it is recommended that you speak
to your church representative to seek
their advice on any specific requirements
for holding a religious service.
Are pallbearers needed? If so, how many
and whom will you ask?
Do you want flowers at your service? What
types or colours or specific arrangements
would you prefer? If you would you prefer
donations in lieu of flowers, details can
be included in your funeral notice.
Will there be music? Will it be live or
recorded? Do you have specific song
choices, including versions of that piece?
The music choice is yours and the songs
do not need to be sombre if that is not
what you prefer. Sometimes there will be
a song that is ‘just you’, which people
will appreciate, or it may be a song that
you love and is a surprise to others.
Would you like a photo slideshow? This
is very popular and provides attendees
an opportunity to reflect on your life
and their memories of you, and often is
an opportunity for them to see aspects
of your life that of which they were
unaware.
Will there be a photo (or multiple photos)
on permanent display during the service?
We all have photos of ourselves that
we do and don’t like, so which photo(s)
would you like used?
Will there be any items displayed on your
casket? These items can reflect aspects
of your life, such as musical instruments,
sporting equipment or clothes, or
personal items that say something
important about you or your passions in
life.
Will there be a memorial book? This is the
book that people attending your service
will sign, and is valuable not only to those
who will send thank you cards, but also a
memory for your family or loved ones of
those who were able to attend and pay
their respects.
Will there be an Order of Service
booklet? this will contain details of who
is speaking, the music played and any
readings or poems used during your
service. Often photos are included, so do
you have a preference for which photo(s)
are used?

Will there be thank you cards or a
memento card? Is there anything specific
that you would like included on these
cards, such as a photo or poem or saying?
And importantly, who will be speaking
at your service? Think about the eulogy
or other story-telling. Are there specific
people you would like to have speak
about you at your service? Are there any
poems or readings that you would like
included?
The following is a sample of a typical
structure for a civil funeral service,
which may help guide you in relation to
thinking about what you do, or sometimes
more importantly what you don’t, want
included in your service:

Pelvic pain
Pelvic pain can be caused by a wide
variety of conditions. Osteopaths can
help with pain caused by trauma or
repetitive strain. Muscles from the
abdomen and lower limbs attach to the
pelvis and overuse or over-exertion of
these regions can result in pelvic injury
and pain.
Your osteopath will work with you to
determine the cause of your pain and
decide on a course of treatment.
Common pelvic injuries include:

• As people arrive, you can choose to
have silence, or soft background music
playing.

• Osteiitis Pubis – inflammation of the
pubic bone

• The service often starts with music
or a song that you have chosen – this
can often set the tone for the service
to follow.

• Pelvic instability with pregnancy

• Introduction and welcome: Reflections
on life and death, the debt we owe
to the person who has died, offering of
sympathy to family and friends.
• Eulogy: often includes a biography of
the person’s life and is a personal story
that can based on discussions with
family and/or friends.

• Sacroiliac joint pain and inflammation
• Inguinal hernia.
Symptoms of pelvic pain may include:
• localised pain and tenderness on the
pubic bone
• pain on abdominal contraction, e.g
coughing, turning in bed, bearing down
or when going to the toilet
• groin pain
• pain in the buttocks and down the back
of the leg.

• Tributes: from nominated attendees
with pre-prepared tributes or 		
readings.

Osteopaths may help your pelvic pain by:

• Reflection time – with or without
music: allows people a quiet moment
to think about what the person 		
who has died means to them. Often a
slideshow of photos will be shown at
this time.

• improving joint range of motion in the
low back, hips and pelvis

• Reading(s): can be read by celebrant
or nominated people and leads into
the committal.
• Committal: this can be done with
some introductory words and then
with music, silence, or appropriate
words from the celebrant.
• Final reading and/or words: to leave
on an uplifting note.
• Closing music: don’t leave your 		
favourite song to this last moment, as
people will be leaving as the song
plays.
Many of the elements listed here could
also be considered for a memorial service
if one is held.
Next time we will look at eulogies and
how you can help prepare your own.
“Advice from the voice of experience”

• improving muscular flexibility in the
region

• maintaining correct alignment of the
lower back and pelvis
• providing advice on maintaining 		
flexibility and strength around the
pelvis.
Your osteopath may also suggest you see
a GP for any additional medications or
treatment.
©Osteopathy Australia 2017
For more information or to find out
how osteopathy may help you contact
Sally on 0419 494 027 or sally@
familyosteopathy.com. Book online at
www.familyosteopathy.com.

Contributing to the Voice next month?
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 to book your
space by

MAY 20TH
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As we close April we will reflect on Anzac
Day as a day to say thank you to those
who have given for our way of life. The
ceremony in Kangaroo Valley is special to
many as the organiser, Joan Bray, realised
some time ago that if our young are
involved then the event will continue to
grow.
Fellow Lions enjoy working at Anzac Day
feeding the hungry after the service. This
is being written before the event but am
sure that it was a great day. Also in late
April Lions assisted the Pioneer Village
Museum at their Pioneer Day.
Lions continues its offerings in supporting
mental health issues. Members of your
local club have a range of resources that
we can make available to anyone in the
community should they or someone close
to them be in need. All of these services
are delivered under our “Lions Care”
program.
During the last month Lions have also
supported Hearing dogs, Shoalhaven
Relay for Life and the Disaster Relief.
We believe that the disaster relief is
important as money donated helps others
like those affected by events like Cyclone
Debbie. Lions were on the ground again
providing support and practical help
during and after the cyclone. There is a
national campaign should anyone want
to make a contribution. Remember that
every dollar donated is spent providing
support.
See you soon.
						
			
Helen Mairinger

Thank you Jacqui Lenz
The 20th of March
marked 30 years
of service from
Jacqui Lenz, who
has been managing
the Showground
and Osborne Park
Hall on our behalf.
The many hours
that she spends
on the grounds is a credit to her and her
contribution - much of it in a voluntary
capacity - ensures that the grounds
always look their best. With Jacqui’s TLC
and great view we truly have the best
grounds in the district. While we often
don’t thank her for what she does I think
it is fair to say that after 30 years it is
time for the community to salute you.
						
				
Jason Horton

Berry Mountain Book Club kicked off
2017 with a work with an intriguing,
somewhat misleading title, The BadAss Librarians of Timbuktu by Joshua
Hammer.
It’s a non-fiction book, with no character
development and no central character
who changes. in fact the hero, Abdel
Kader Haidara, a government archivist
librarian, remains steadfastly and
resolutely unchanged throughout, despite
ever-increasing dangers. It is we, the
readers, who change, hopefully, from
ignorance of such an ancient rich and
important culture, to knowledge.
If you showed me a map of Africa I
could not pinpoint where Timbuktu
was, it was such a remote, faraway
place, only mentioned in my language of
exaggeration – “from here to Timbuktu”.
Now, if only it were safe enough, it’s on
my bucket list.
The arguments of European philosophers
of the 18th Century contended that the
black people of Africa had no indigenous
writing system, so no civilisation and
were therefore subhuman in the Great
Chain of Being, thus justifying the slave
trade. Indeed our ignorance extends
to modern times; in 1997 Gates, the
American documentary maker, was
amazed when gazing at the ancient
manuscripts, stating “These are books
written by black people?”
For me, the story picks up at Chapter 5
when the author, an American journalist,
visits Timbuktu in March 2006 and meets
with Abdul Kader Haidara, on his quest
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to track down and salvage hundreds of
thousands of precious ancient Islamic and
secular manuscripts, mostly from the 14th
to 16th centuries, covering a wide range
of subjects including science, medicine,
philosophy and literature. They were
housed in universities and libraries when
Timbuktu was an important crossroads of
cultures and centre of learning, but had
been dispersed and hidden from Mali’s
French colonial overlords. Haidara sought
to recover, preserve and restore these
manuscripts to libraries once again.
However, in 2012 they came under a
further, urgent threat of destruction
from radical Al Qaeda militants as they
seized control of most of Mali, including
Timbuktu. The author, Hammer, gives
background to the rise of the various
Islamic militant leaders and their groups,
and indeed the 2012 seizure of Timbuktu
and Northern Mali by the Islamic jihadis
was the forerunner to Islamic State’s
seizure of much of Syria and Iraq between
2013 and 2015.
The pace of our book really picks up here
as our hero Haidara organises a dangerous
operation, aided by his band of librarians,
to smuggle all 350,000 manuscripts out of
the city, south to safety.
Thus Mali’s, and the world’s, literary
heritage is saved. Reading these precious
manuscripts provides such an important
dialogue of knowledge through time.
I particularly loved the final Epilogue
comment when Haidara shows the author
a 9th century encyclopaedia where the
annotations made down through the
centuries, in the margins and elsewhere,
acted like a sort of time-travelling
Internet chat room.
						
Sue Whitehouse
		

former Teacher Librarian
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The Art of Giving
The Four C’s Club
is back this year
in term two at
Kangaroo Valley
Public School.
Calm, Clarity, Confidence and Creativity
is the focus of Jillian O’Dowd’s
workshops with the school’s K-6.
2016’s ‘Letters of Gratitude’ was an
enlightening success!
Andrew Smee has invited me to facilitate
my new concept in the club this year
in the second to last week of term 2 on
Friday June 23.
This is a heads-up for all students to
conceptualise ideas with parental
guidance as to what ‘The Art of Giving’
means to them. Please pop your thinking
caps on for that one special person or
creature in your life to whom you wish
to give a significant gift. One of the
most important things in this task is to
create this gift ‘sans money’ – with no
expenditure,even on materials; they must
be sourced for free, found or self-made.
The gift falls into three categories for
each individual’s choice…

1.

A home or school-made creation/gift.

2.

The gift of time spent with that
special person.

3.

The gift of a chore or help needed by
their nominated receiver.

The workshops are divided for the K-3s
and then another for the years 4-6. They
are 75 minutes each in duration.
The children have fun with drama and
music-based games and activities to bring
out their confidence and creativity for
the first 20 minutes. There is always room
for all individuals, and the option for
those who prefer to observe rather than
participate in these initial games.
The main part of the workshop is

then dedicated to revealing their
special ‘Gift’, with a one minute each
presentation regarding the process,
including the choice of category from
the list above. The recipient may remain
anonymous if they prefer.
That weekend the children then ‘Go Out
and Give’.
Time is of the essence in this task. Start
your thinking now so the process is
considered and the project well selfmanaged.
Thanks again for your support and Happy
Giving, June 23-25.
Above left: Gratitude box
Above: Gratitude circle
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Levi’s story
The volcano is trying to burn the dinosaur
and the water is coming around the
volcanoes. There’s two bridges for the
dinosaur to get over to the swimming
pools. There’s three volcanoes trying to
get the dinosaurs.

Dinosaurs seen lurking at
Kangaroo Valley Preschool!
Lots of toy dinosaurs that is. The children
have been creating dinosaur worlds in the
sand pit. They even made a huge volcano.
With a bit of vinegar, bicarbonate of soda
and red paint we were able to make the
volcano erupt. Watch out dinosaurs!
The dinosaur and volcano play became
a springboard for some story writing.
The children love cutting out and gluing
pictures, and they asked for – dinosaurs
and volcanoes. After cutting and pasting,
they were encouraged to add drawings to
their dinosaur worlds. Lots of extra lava,
nice green leaves for the dinosaurs to eat,
bridges and rivers were created – then
they told their stories.

Isaac’s story
The ice volcano is trying to make the red
hot volcano cold and the red one is trying
to make the ice volcano hot. The water
is for the dinosaurs to drink so they don’t
get too hot.

Counting frogs

Claudia’s story
The dinosaur was really, really scared.
It didn’t want to go in the volcano. The
dinosaurs were eating the really big tree
and this dinosaur was going to eat this
leaf. These dinosaurs were having good
fun in the lovely, lovely house where they
lived.
The Kangaroo Valley Preschool hospital
has been busy as well. The young doctors
have been looking after lots of patients,
making sure they are feeling better in no
time at all. As the children dress up and
pretend, they are processing information
and developing their understandings of
their world around them.
Thank you from us all at the preschool to
Gavin at the KV Wood Shop. We lost one
of the pieces from our beautiful butterfly
puzzle – and Gavin kindly made us a new
piece. This favourite puzzle is now in
perfect condition again and ready for play!

Creating stories

						
				
Jacinta Perry

Exploring the dinosaur swamp

Discovering bugs

Thanks for fixing our puzzle

Doctor

The volcano is erupting

Doctors at work
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ANZAC Day Commemorative Address
For some it is indeed a day of honouring
the fallen, for others it is a day of
remembering a loved one who has served
or is currently serving now. Others argue
that Anzac Day glorifies war and trivialises
the experiences and hardships of those
that served; and for some today is a
simply a public holiday and an excuse to
go to the pub.
Perhaps these things are true; perhaps
none of them are. But for me; April 25th
is a local affair. Today is the day in which
the people of Kangaroo Valley come
together to pay their respects to the 58
names on the memorial in the centre of
town.

Benjamin Stapleton

Hello everyone, my name is Benjamin
and today I have the great honour of
delivering the commemoration address to
you all. This day, officially, is the day on
which we remember all Australians who
served and died in war and on operational
service. We pay homage to those that
served, the trials they endured and the
sacrifices they made.
Of course, as with most things, Anzac Day
means something different to everyone.

We may have not known these men
personally, but they called this Valley
their home, just as we do today. For
those among you who were lucky enough
to grow up here; the memories you
have of exploring the forests, rivers and
mountains of our home are shared by
those men. Despite the passage of time
and the contrast of our world and theirs,
we are still connected to them through
our shared memories of this place.
And if you permit me I would like to tell
you of my own personal experience and
the connection I have with the names on
that memorial.
I am currently studying history at the
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University of Wollongong and was lucky
enough to have been able to participate
in two study tours; One to Gallipoli in
Turkey, the other to the Western Front,
in France and Belgium. The tours were
an emotional but amazing experience.
Should any of you get the opportunity to
visit either place, I implore you to take it.
The land still bears the scars of war and
visiting these places you realise how the
scale and cost of the war is lost on paper,
it is a sobering experience to see 20,000
headstones and be told that it was only
a fraction of the casualties suffered in a
single battle.
As a part of the assessment criteria, I was
required to research and present on a
soldier who fought in that theatre of war.
For the Western Front I chose a local,
Sergeant Eric Austin Tate. 8th Battalion
1st AIF
I cannot share Eric’s entire story today,
but in the course of my research, I
discovered that Eric had written a number
of letters home and that they were held
at the War Memorial Archives in Canberra.
I was able to read the actual copies Eric
sent home, and I had a surreal experience
as I realised I held the letter of a man my
age, who grew up in the same town as
me, but had lived over a 100 years ago.
As I read his letters, I got a sense of who
he was as a person. Eric wrote of his
experiences at the front and the fears
he had for both himself and his fellow

Sharmans Rural Contracting

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

4465 1177

Tania Sharman
0409 289 123
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“Valley Boys”, his concern that of a big
brother looking out for his siblings, even
though he was only a few years older than
them. To summarise he seems like a good
man.
What struck me the most was how he
talked about Kangaroo Valley. How it was
a comfort to him in the horrid conditions
of the front and how much he missed
it. There was one letter that had a
“Kangaroo Valley” letterhead that Eric
had scratched out and written above “I
wish I were there”.
While sad it didn’t truly affect me until
I went on the tour. Even though it was
an incredible experience, it was also
extremely emotional and there was on
day in particular where all I wanted was
to be home with my family.
And it was in that moment that my heart
broke for Eric. Because while we both
missed our home; Eric never got to see
it again. He died during the battle of
Passchendaele on the 9th of October
1917. Age 25.

home is shared between us. Most of them
were my age or very near to it. And it is a
profound yet strange thing to realise that
I could have been these men’s friend. Or
that I would have served with them had I
been born a century earlier.
And that is why today is so important.
Though we honour and remember all
Australians who served and died, we
have a special place in our hearts for the
names on the memorial.
Because they remind us of ourselves and
our friends, the sacrifices we would be
willing to make for them and our home.
And we gather here to remember The
Valley Boys that made those sacrifices.

Jackson Poelzl, reading The Ode

Lest we forget.
Benjamin Stapleton

Though I never met Eric, I feel as though I
know him, and still feel grief at his loss. I
realised that though a century separated
us, we were both valley boys. We both
drew on our memories of home as a
comfort in face of despair.
This connection to Eric extended out to
the other Valley boys who fought in the
war. Though I don’t know their stories as
well as Eric’s, I know that connection of

Tiana Kelly, reading ‘Sir’
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If you groan when you think of the
present flying time from Sydney to London
of about 23 hours, spare a thought for
John Ives who, in 1993, flew the last
flight of a de Haviland Heron four-engine
aeroplane from England to Australia,
taking 100 hours over 28 days.
John was the guest speaker at our April
luncheon and he had members and guests
enthralled as he recounted the difficulties
and adventures involved in such a flight.
An engineer by profession, he learnt to
fly in 1974, buying his first aircraft a year
later. In the next few years he organised
and ran the Southern Cross Air Race (the
largest event of its type in the world)
and in 1991 started Heron Airlines, which
he sold and bought again twice in the
ensuing years.
That first Heron was not his first choice.
In England he looked at two others, one
owned by the Chief of Naval Staff and,
before that, by Queen Elizabeth! But
there was a recession and he was able to
buy two others for only $8,000, because
the logbooks for one were initially
missing. That one was so dilapidated that
it was pulled to pieces for spare parts.
They flew the remaining plane first to
Jersey, then across the French Massif to
Cannes, where terrible weather delayed
them for three days. Next stop Palermo,
Sicily, where John found the quiet-looking
gentleman operating the airport was a
member of the Sicilian mafia and the only
way to leave was with bribes.

Everyone loves a good garage
sale. Let us know when you’re
planning yours so we can help
you can make the most of all that
effort!
1/8 ad (the size
of this notice) is
just $40.
Email the Voice at
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

On to Malta, the closest country to
Libya, then on terrorist alert because of
the recent Lockerbie air bombing. With
planes scattered widely across the airport
to lessen damage from any potential
bombing, they were given one lone guard
with an ancient rifle to protect them. He
turned out to be a Maltese Australian.
Then Crete, Alexandria and Cairo, where
a valve failed in one of the wheels. No
replacements were available, but there
was a similar plane belonging to Colonel
Gaddafi in one of the hangars; somehow
John’s crew soon had a valve and
Gaddafi’s plane had a flat tyre, enabling
them to fly on to Jeddah, Riyadh and Abu
Dhabi. Here, their oil rings were causing
problems, and in this land of overflowing
oil there was none available. Draining oil
from the good engines they were able to
limp into Oman, where they were able
to buy some more. Karachi, then Nagpur,
(where the air control system was similar
to one used by the west in the 1930s and
40s) Calcutta and Chittagong in India,
but Burma wouldn’t give them landing
rights, so they had to fly on to Bangkok.
They were now flying on 2½ engines in
desperate need of distributors. None
to be had, but there was another plane
parked at the end of the airfield….!
Finally flying to Singapore, Jakarta,
Jogjakarta and Bali they made it home:
100 hours, 28 days and $20,000 in bribes.
John bought subsequent planes and
still runs his Heron Tours, travelling to
locations around Australia that you can’t
easily get to by any other means.
Thank you John for an extremely riveting
talk.
Our Zone Conference will be held at
Bomaderry on 29th May. Please let us
know at the next meeting if you would
like to go.
Also in May get ready for our Mystery Tour
on the 24th. No more details yet, just
come along at the time you will be given
later and ready to be surprised!
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Whatsa Raclette?
So glad you asked...
A raclette is a Swiss melting cheese.
In the 1970s, if you purchased a half
round of cheese (300mm in diameter and
60-70mm thick), the shop would lend you
a burner/melter.
The half round of cheese was clamped
under the burner. As the cheese melted it
was scraped off with a palette knife and
flumped (luverly word that) onto mixed
vegetables (boiled potatoes mainly). The
males of the party took turns to do the
flumping and serve the group.
Then… Wait for it! The raclonette was
born...(trumpets sound!).
What is a Raclonette? you may ask again!
It is an electric grill that can be placed
in the middle of the dining table. You can
put goodies on the top plate or in small
trays under the grill.
What sort of goodies? you may ask - again
and again!
Let your culinary thoughts go wild. Thin
slices of fillet steak in the tray, blue
cheese placed on the steak as it finishes
cooking. Bacon from the top plate is
added...maybe a touch of Bernaise sauce
YUMMY.
Try pork fillet rondels and apple sauce.
Or chicken fillet (thighs are best) and a
touch of Hollandaise. Or fish - salmon and
pesto or perhaps lobster.
Cheeses: various - brie, cheddar, blue,
camembert, and of course raclette
cheese.
Pre-cooked accompaniments: potatoes
(boiled), broccoli, cauliflower,
mushrooms, onions, gherkins.
Sauces: Bernaise, Hollandaise, pesto,
various mustards.
A little olive oil or butter to prime the
grill plate or trays.
Good bread to soak up the juices.

Our next luncheon meeting will be on
Friday 12 May, when our guest speaker
will be Christine Dunstan, a theatre
producer from Berry, who recently
appeared in Conversations with Gary
Macdonald in Berry.

Small plates rather than dinner plates to
eat from.

As usual it will commence at 11.30am
for 12 noon.

them hard to clean.

Don’t forget to let Sue Pfafflin know
by lunchtime on the Monday before
the meeting if you will be unable to
attend, on 4465 1136, or by email at
suebarrypfaf@bigpond.com.
Everyone is welcome at VIEW.
To find out more please contact me on
4465 1955.

We have modified our cooker by putting a
heavy-duty BBQ plate on the top.
Caution: don’t put your empty pans back
on the heat source - it makes
Where can you get one? Haven’t the
faintest idea. There was a brand for sale
in Oz called Cookwell Oval Grill, but
it seems to have disappeared off the
market. But no doubt Google will find it
for you.
I have a spare (eight person) one and I am
happy to lend it to to some adventurous
soul

						
						 			
Derek Lucas
			
Jenelle Brangwin
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JFK Legal

“all the way with JFK”
Hi, I’m John Kambas, the man behind
JFK legal. I have been a lawyer for 30
years specialising in Wills , Disputed
Wills and Probate & Personal Injury
Law, working in Sydney for both sides namely the insurance company and for
injured people.
I have run many cases ranging from small
claims to major claims up to $10M in the
Supreme Court.
I recently started my own mobile
practice, JFK Legal.
I am a local in Kangaroo Valley and
together with my wife, Penny, and our
three children bought a property in the
valley 12 years ago.
We come down on a regular basis and
love to enjoy the natural surrounds and
bush setting. A great escape from city
life, we love everything about the valley
and what it has to offer. We believe the
move here is the best thing we did as it
has really brought us together as a family.
Together we have planted many citrus,

olive and fig trees and have three
beehives on the property.
We have embraced life on the land and
enjoy the people.The locals are friendly
and the generosity of our neighbours is
amazing. One of them came for two days
and helped us put up an electric fence.
Another came and cut down a large fallen
tree that was blocking my driveway. He
saw it, came back, cut it and cleared it so
that when we came down we would have
access.
No one does that in Sydney!
In Sydney we ask the question: who is my
neighbour? and the answer is unknown
because people are too busy in the rat
race. Here in the Valley we know our
neighbours because we help each other
and we make the time to socialise. This
is one of the things we love about the
valley, and with the kids getting older we
plan to spend more time here.
With my business, JFK Legal, I am now
offering the valley a Mobile Legal service

where I will come to you. I will also
happily do your case on a No Win No Fee
basis.
I understand that your claim is important
to you and I take every case personally.
I will get you the best result.
I was a former 1st grade NRL player in the
1980s who played for Parramatta, Souths
and the Sharks. I know what it takes to
win.

John Kambas Lawyer
Specialising in 		
			
			
			

Wills & Probate
Disputed Wills
Personal Injury Law
Car Accidents

Contact JFK Legal:
email: jfklegal1@gmail.com
phone: 02 9665 4846

JFK

LEGAL

Mobile Legal Service in the Valley
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Norway, the Northern Lights,
and Scotland
Our trip started with a marathon near
40 hour journey that started in Kangaroo
Valley and ended in Oslo. The approach
to Oslo was spectacular picture postcard
perfect with the open areas covered
in unsullied snow, which contrasted
beautifully with the green of the pines.
Next morning, after the hotel had put on
one of the best buffet breakfasts we have
ever experienced, laden with our baggage
we strolled across to the station and were
settled on board the train taking us to
Bergen.

Taken from train between Oslo and Bergen

Historic area of Bergen

The journey was stunning. The weather
was briskly clear with the outside
temperature being in the low minuses.
We seemed to travel from valley to
valley with a river or a lake, often frozen
or partly thawed, on one side, a road
running parallel and a near horizontal sun
glaring through the window. Occasionally
it was blocked out by a hilltop or a
culvert through which we passed.
We had a day in Bergen before joining
the Richard With, a Hurtigruten Line ship
that ploys along the Norwegian coast.
We spent the morning on a self-guided
walking tour of the older parts of the
city with the intention of finishing up
at the Cultural Museum. The weather
deteriorated badly, and before we had
gone 100 metres we were zipping up
everything, putting hoods over our heads,
and generally making sure we were as
waterproof and warm as possible.
Fortunately the weather improved a
little, with the wind abating and the
sleet stopping, but we decided that we
should minimise our time in the open
and so headed straight for the museum.
It covered many things from the Stone
Age to typical farming life in the Bergen
area upto between the wars. Not all of
the interpretative panels had an English
version, which made it a bit difficult to
understand some of the displays, but we
managed to spend about three enjoyable
hours there, and it filled in the time
before we could embark.
Because of my naval background I have
read quite a bit about this part of the
world – the capture of the Altmark
to rescue the prisoners taken by the
Graf Spee, the Murmansk Convoys, the
raid on the Tirpitz and so forth. When
studying contemporary strategy I used to
learn about the bleak Arctic conditions,
and Norway’s significance to the NATO
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Alliance. The Norwegian coast was
usually portrayed as a forbidding place.
As a consequence of that and the bleak
weather we experienced in Bergen, we
simply weren’t ready for the wonderful
weather we enjoyed. Only on the last day
did we experience any snow - even then
it was quite exhilarating. You could see it
approach as great grey-black veils of murk
which entirely enveloped you. But once
it did the grey-black turned to pristine
white as the snow flakes floated around.
It was quite beautiful. Temperatures
ranged from about -3º to -10º, but it was
crystal clear. We hardly saw a whitecap
the whole time we were on board.
We proceeded up the Norwegian coast
hopping from town to town, usually
berthing at about four a day normally,
staying from 15 to 30 minutes, although
each day the ship remained at one port
for a few hours, which gave time for you
to disembark and stroll around the town.
Thus we experienced the architecturally
beautiful buildings of Alesund, which
sits on a number of tongues of land
surrounded by sea, the magnificently
imposing Cathedral at Trondheim
(Norway’s largest building), a more
modern one at Bodo, the Arctic Museum
at Tromso, an ice gallery at Svolvaer, and
the sheer quaintness of Honningsvag.
The scenery along the coast is truly
breathtaking. Everywhere you look
there is something different. The only
commonality is snow and rock. But the
way in which these two features combine
with everything else around is infinite.
You look one way and marvel at what
you’re seeing; then you look elsewhere,
and there is something quite different,
but equally dazzling. You can but wonder
at how glorious nature can be. We had
thought the scenery between Oslo and
Bergen was spectacular, but comparing it
to what we saw while on the Richard With
is a bit like comparing a kindergarten
child’s landscape painting to one by
Turner.
The main purpose for doing the cruise
was to experience the Aurora Borealis.
There was no certainty that we would,
but just after we had hopped into bed
on the third night it was announced that
could be seen on the port side. We had
left our cold weather clothing out ready
to don at a moment’s notice, and it didn’t
take us long to be on the upper deck to
witness what we had come for. Frankly
this display was a bit underwhelming.
The only colour on display was a
greeny-yellow, and there was very little
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movement, although later in the evening
there was a hint of the curtain effect that
is typical of these displays.
Two evenings later, north of the Arctic
Circle, we saw a much more impressive
display. It was mesmerising to watch
the lights dance and change and dim
and intensify. We watched the display
for about three hours with a break for
dinner. In fact we almost forewent dinner
to stay and watch, but fortuitously they
did wane a little just at our allocated
dinner time, so we decided to nip in and
have a quick meal. The lights were still
there, and more intense, after dinner. We
had been unsure as to whether we would
actually see the Aurora as it was late in
the season, but they came good with a
vengeance on that night.
On disembarking at Kirkenes we were
taken to the Ice Hotel where we spent
the next two nights. We had decided not
to stay in the ice part of the hotel, but
in cabins adjacent to it. We were very
glad we had made that call as it looked
(and was) cold and forbidding. There is
no en-suite, and going to the bathroom
overnight necessitated getting out of your
warm sleeping bag and sneaking along a
long central ice-corridor. And then you
had to do the reverse afterwards. The
cabins, on the other hand, were very
cozy.
Our final experience in Norway was a

two-hour dog sled ride at Kirkenes. Sitting
right behind a team of eight huskies
which delighted in pulling the sled was
great fun. If you’re a romantic you can
easily transport yourself to being part of
a team exploring uninhabitable extremes
of the globe. For the less imaginative
you can just sit back and enjoy the
scenery gliding by, and appreciate the
huskies’ efforts, hanging on for dear life
and hoping the ‘mushy’ and the huskies
don’t drive the sled into one of the trees
that pass by so closely, or tip you down a
slope.
We were all very sad to leave Norway,
but arrived in the UK without a hitch and,
having collected a hire car, changed some
money and bought a local SIM card, spent
the first night in a pub just outside of
London.
After resting up for the night we drove up
to the Lakes District in Cumbria where we
spent a morning walking around a small
lake called Tarn Hows. Beatrix Potter had
donated the area to the National Trust,
and it is quite beautiful.
We spent the next few days travelling
through Scotland staying at guesthouses
that we found on the Internet, or with
friends. The welcome we received
was wonderfully warm in every case.
The various hosts and hostesses almost
seemed to be trying to outdo each other
with their hospitality. Among the service

Trondheim Cathedral

Typical villages seen on the trip

Husky sled ride

Tarn Hows - Lake District

Enjoying a morning coffee

Loch Lomond
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staff, Polish accents were more common
than Scottish in the nearby pubs where
we usually had dinner.
The weather continued to be very kind
to us as well. The wipers were hardly
needed in the car, and we had more than
our fair share of blue skies. We enjoyed
some wonderful scenery around Loch
Lomond and in the Cairngorms National
Park. The cities, towns and villages that
we visited included Ayr (Robert Burns’
birthplace), Luss, Inverary, Aboyne,
Ballater, St Andrews and Edinburgh. Each
one of them had their own individual
charm, and all of them had more to
offer than we had time to experience
fully. We also visited a couple of whiskey
shops and a distillery where we learned
a considerable amount about the history,
techniques and traditions of making and
appreciating this potion. I am sure that I
will now be much more discerning about
which whiskies we purchase, and I will
also appreciate them much more.
Overall it was a great experience. We
were all thrilled to see the Aurora
Borealis. It was so good we’ve added a
trip to the midnight sun and a southbound
voyage on a Hurtigruten to our bucket
list, while no-one could ever exhaust
the UK’s possibilities, to say nothing of
Ireland.
						
			
Simon Harrington
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Just don’t say the ‘M’ word.
When the world’s worst theatre
company puts on history’s most cursed
play, what could possibly go wrong?
Everything!
Northholm Grammar is returning to the
Valley for its eighth year with a brand
new production that will have you rolling
in the aisles with laughter. After the
previous success of productions Much
Ado About Nothing, The 39 Steps and
The Importance of Being Earnest, the
Northholm Drama department has created
an all new original production- Don’t Say
Macbeth.
Join us to watch as the world’s worst
theatre company - Associated Collective
of Repertory Open-Call Nuanced Youthful
Musings (or A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. for short)
- attempt their daring production of
Shakespeare’s classically cursed tragedy
- Macbeth. With a company full of
untrained actors, each with their own
issues and problems, trying to grapple
with the legendary words of the Bard, this
is going to be one hell of a night.
With missing props, falling stage pieces,
injured crew, semi-conscious performers,
missing sound files, and two directors
whose drinking and fighting can’t possibly
help to hold the show together, Don’t
Say Macbeth is a riotous night of theatre
in the vein of The Play that Goes Wrong,
Noises Off! and Cosi.
In 2017, the Northholm Senior Production
combined with the Senior Theatre
Workshop to devise and create original
characters and a script that has never
been performed before. It has been
very exciting for the cast and crew, as
they have not only been rehearsing and
learning the play, but have played a
pivotal role in its creation. Early in the
year, students were cast as members of
the ACRONYM theatre company, and then
from there created their characters’
backstory and used those characters to
build a production around how those
characters would perform (or how they
would mess up) a production of Macbeth.
There’s Richard Edmunds (Mitchell Old),
the classically trained Shakespearian
actor as Macbeth just trying to keep
it together. Porta Morocco (Alannah
Trestrail), who is madly in lust with
Richard and uses any chance on stage
to get close to him, and who doesn’t
quite get the nuance and menace of
her character, Lady Macbeth. Audrey
Sebastian (Rachel Stosic) is already dating

Richard, but trying to hide it from Portia
and also trying to maintain being the
main witch, when her two other witches
(Mia Band and Lauren Ivory) keep getting
knocked out by the set and each other.
Claude Edwards (Sam Montier) has been
cast as MacDuff and is bitter he is not
Macbeth, and this bitter feud with both
Richard and the directors gets in the way
of all of his scenes as he constantly tries
to steal the spotlight. These characters
are joined Kate (Chantal Parle) the
constantly injured stage manager,
Vernon (Chet Greatbtach-Murphy) the
man of a million accents, none of them
good, Lonso (Josh Wilson) the failed
NIDA student, Binc (Beth Dewhurst) the
overly enthusiastic stage hand, Doug
(Sol Foo) the Kiwi sound guy who has do
to the whole show on the fly, Cleo and
Helen (Cassie Plenge and Bridget Davey)
two young girls who would rather be on
Snapchat than on stage, and poor Nate
York (Daniel Yin) who is thrust into the
role of Banquo due to an unfortunate
accident with Hugh Jackman! If they can
survive working with each other, they just
might survive the night…maybe.
Director Brad Turbott (who also plays
the increasingly angry Technical Director
Bill Stratford) said about the process,
“It has been great to see the students
take these characters and create totally
three-dimensional people, and then use
those characters to learn Macbeth. After
a few weeks of rehearsals, they didn’t
even need to try and find jokes or gags,
it just came naturally as they got into
to character and then ran scenes from
Macbeth.”
Director Brad Horsburgh (who plays
Director William Bardsly, whose recent
return from a ‘getaway weekend’ to help
with his drinking is not really working)
commented on the theatre workshop
approach, “In the past few years we have
created the Senior Theatre Workshop
where students are in charge of creating
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original work or adapting classic works.
This approach has seen the students
really raise the bar in terms of their
knowledge of theatre and the audience.
To do this with Macbeth, through the lens
of their own created characters, has seen
them rise to that next level.”
“It took me a while to feel comfortable
with the fact that we were all creating
the play as an ensemble”, says Mitchell
Old (who plays Richard/Macbeth). “We
were used to being given a script and
being directed. But once the cast all
got comfortable sharing ideas, the show
really started to take shape.”
“Even though we had Macbeth as a base,
we basically started from scratch,” says
Chantal Parle (who play’s Kate the stage
manager), “but it meant we had control
over all the choices we made. It really
makes this production feel like its our
own.”
“The hardest part for me has been to not
keep laughing during rehearsals. Once
we all started to have fun, it just got
really really funny. And the darker and
more tragic the scene was in Macbeth,
the funnier it seemed to be, “said Sam
Montier (Claude Edwards).
Macbeth is historically a cursed play, and
it is said that this curse ruins productions
of the play, and this night may be the
worst of all! So, come along to a night of
mix-ups, mishaps and Macbeth. See if the
ACRONYM cast and crew can bring the
show to life, or even survive the curse
and each other to get to the end! You will
laugh, you’ll scream, but whatever you do
Don’t Say Macbeth.
Don’t Say Macbeth
Kangaroo Valley Hall
Friday June 2 and Saturday June 3 at
6pm.
For details and booking information email
drama@northholm.nsw.edu.au.
Brad Turbott
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Left: Virasana

During sporting activities, injuries often
occur as the body is subjected to a high
level of physical stress. Injuries vary
according to the kind of sport that is
played. The practice of yoga is of great
value to an athlete, as it not only helps
to prevent injuries and to minimise
wear and tear on joints, muscles and
other parts, but also works to maintain
a balanced, healthy body. This article
will briefly look at the physical problems
caused by some of the more popular
sports and suggest some useful yoga
poses to combat these problems.

Left: Backbend
Dhanurasana

lower back pain and
to strengthen the
spine so it is more
resistant to wear and
tear.
Golf
In golf the wrist often is sprained and
the muscles of the dominant shoulder
over-contracted. The body is twisted
constantly in one direction, and over
years the rotators of the spine suffer the
effects of asymmetric use and premature
degenerative change may occur. The
knees are affected in the same way, with
the rear knee being twisted constantly
as the stroke is completed. In the pose
Downward Dog (Adho Mukha Svanasana)
the wrists weight-bear equally and so
become stronger.

Forward bends help to lengthen the
hamstrings and maintain suppleness in the
spine and hip flexors.
Concave back positions and properly
practised backbends also work to reduce

Downward Dog is a unilateral pose that
weight-bears equally on both sides of
the body, and therefore helps to balance
the extreme rotation of the spine to one
side only. All the yoga twists are useful
for this reason, as both sides of the body
are stretched and twisted equally. Simple
shoulder movements such as Pashima
Namaskarasana (Prayer position at the
back of the body) work each arm equally
and counteract overuse on one side.

Right: Forward bend
Uttanasana

Running
Injuries occur for many runners in
their knees, feet and ankles, as well
as the hips and lower back. The knee
is especially prone to damage as the
constant pounding action thins down
the cartilage, leading to premature
degeneration of the joint. As running is a
high impact movement, wear and tear on
the whole joint is accelerated. With the
feet, the constant impact can result in
spurs on the heel bone, stress fractures
and severe stiffness in the ankles and
other joints. Similarly, the lower back/
pelvic area can suffer chronic stiffness
and pain as muscles in this area contract
to absorb the impact of the movement
and become tight. Asanas like Virasana
will help stiffness in the feet and ankles
and lengthen the quads, which tend to
shorten with running.
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Downward Dog

YOGA IN THE VALLEY
ROSE ANDREWS
Certified Iyengar Yoga Teacher

Pashima Namaskarasana

Cycling
The striking feature of cycling is the
hypertrophy of the thigh muscles due to
the rounded spine and neck. The lower
half of the body is overdeveloped and
the knees and ankles overused. The hip
joints are also taxed and the lower back
is strained because of the constantly
rounded posture. Abdominal muscles and
the pelvic area are hard and constantly
contracted. Yoga poses to counteract
these problems include Downward Dog,
to improve blood circulation throughout
the whole body and also to release
the tension that continual gripping of
the handlebars sets up in the hands.
Counter movements that stretch the
shoulders and open the chest, such as the
backbends mentioned before, are also
very important. Virasana and forward
bends, also previously mentioned, will
help to massage the leg muscles and
relieve fatigue there. The seated poses
Baddha Konasana and Upavista Konasana
stimulate blood flow in the pelvis, which
counteracts tension in that area.

Over 24 years practicing and more than 12 years teaching experience
• Become fit and flexible
• Increase strength and mobility
• Anti-aging
• Improve your overall health; emotional and physical
Classes available Tuesday 6pm and Thursday 9am and 6pm
P: (02) 4465 1364 | E: bowralyoga@gmail.com |
FB: Bowral & Kangaroo Valley Yoga

Baddha Konasana

Remember when you minimise injury, you
improve performance.
The next article will deal with rugby and
touch football, tennis and horseriding.
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Why don’t we eat our vegies?
by Dr Rosemary Stanton,
OAM, Nutritionist
According to the Australian Bureau
of Statistics, in 2014-15, just 7% of
Australian adults ate the recommended
five serves of vegetables a day.
We’re a bit better with fruit, with
almost half of us managing two pieces
a day. That may be nothing to write
home about, but we are more likely to
eat fruit than we are to tuck into our
vegies. Why?
Is five serves the problem?
Some people claim that five serves of
vegetables a day is just too much. It does
sound like a lot but note that the size of
a serving is small – just half a measuring
cup of any cooked vegetables or a cup
of raw salad. Think about how few green
beans would fit into half a cup. I’m pretty
sure that most people who have access
to freshly picked beans would easily get
through a cup (two serves) of beans.
The same with broccoli or cauliflower or
steamed spuds, which are counted as a
vegetable in Australia (some countries put
them in a food group with grains).
Older people (anyone over 51 years of
age, according the data collectors) are
the best vegetable eaters. These older
people may provide an important clue
to a major factor influencing our vegie
consumption.
Dinner
Most older people think of dinner as a
meal they eat on a plate, with a knife
and fork, at the table. Rather than being
something you pick up with your fingers or
suck through a straw, these evening meals
eaten at the table almost always includes
vegetables.
In many younger families, and for people
who live alone, dinner is not an organised
meal but more a case of whatever
you find to eat when you feel hungry.
It might be pizza – from the freezer
or, for those in cities or larger towns,
delivered in response to a phone call. For
many children and teenagers, dinner is
regularly instant noodles or boiled pasta
with grated cheese. For some people who
live alone, dinner might be cheese and
biscuits, or even toast with vegemite.

in the various
countries differ in
some respects but
some things are
common and these
are what define
the Mediterranean
Diet so beloved of
nutritionists.
Go to Greece, Turkey,
the south of France,
Southern Italy,
Morocco, Tunisia,
Sicily or parts of
Spain and you find
vegetables are star performers. They
may be served raw or cooked. Dinner
and lunch, and often breakfast, contain
vegetables and they’re considered a
delight, not a boring addition. Most will
have added flavour from extra virgin olive
oil, various herbs and spices, and lemon.
In countries like Turkey, there’s no
problem getting through five serves of
vegetables. The pile of cucumber and
tomatoes on the breakfast plate starts
the count at two or three serves, served
simply with olive oil, a chunk of bread,
and perhaps some cheese or a hard-boiled
egg. Lunch and dinner continue the
vegie fest with piles of colourful vegies
eclipsing the modest portion of meat,
chicken or fish. These sources of protein
may also be ousted by some kind of
legume, cooked with flavour from onions,
garlic, herbs, eggplant or fennel.
Getting kids to eat vegetables
I should start this section by declaring
an interest: I am an ambassador for the
Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden
program. This program has produced
some independently verified results
in encouraging children to eat more
vegetables. These findings are backed
by several dozen studies in other areas,
showing that the best way to get children
to eat vegetables is for them to have
access to a garden. A community or school
garden or one in the backyard are all
effective.

The Mediterranean diets

Some families no longer sit around
a family table because it’s too much
effort to get children to eat their dinner.
Vegetables are usually the problem.
When children are involved in growing
vegetables, they are much better
vegetable eaters. And that can lead to
greater family harmony, which in turn
means that more meals are eaten at the
family table.

I have spent many years of my working
life studying Mediterranean diets. Part
of this assignment involved literally
dozens of visits to the various countries
around the Mediterranean. The diets

A return to the family table has benefits
apart from more vegies. Speech
pathologists tell us that young children
who sit at the family table have better
speech development. Behavioural experts

Many people who eat in restaurants don’t
eat vegetables because they often don’t
come with the main course unless you
order (and pay for) them separately.

tell us that
older children
who eat at the
family table are
much less likely
to smoke, drink
excessively,
get into serious
trouble, or develop depression or eating
disorders. (Note that the studies showing
these benefits take income, educational
level and many other factors into
account.)
If family members just get themselves
something to eat when they’re hungry,
you may avoid arguments at the table.
However, you also miss the opportunity
for sharing the joys and sorrows of the
day – important for kids’ mental health.
The family table is also where children
learn to form opinions and debate issues.
From a nutritionist’s perspective, it’s
almost impossible to devise a healthy
diet without including vegetables. And
children who don’t establish the habit of
eating vegetables (and other ‘real’ foods)
tend to retain such habits into adult life.
As a nutritionist, I have long advocated
looking at three aspects of food
•

Health and nutrition

•

Taste and food literacy

•

Environmental sustainability.

Vegetable gardens – whether they’re
home, community or school – fulfil all
three.
Growing vegetables also teaches us – and
especially children – about the need to
wait for good things to happen. You plant
seeds, and wait for them to pop up,
grow and produce sweet snow peas or
broccoli or tomatoes or beans. This is far
removed from the instant gratification of
picking up a can of soft drink or a packet
of crisps. Gardens teach us patience and
encourage a sense of wonder. And they
can help us eat more vegies.
Correction from April
In discussing saturated fats, my copy
should have read: Saturated fatty acids
have the maximum number of `hydrogen
atoms attached to each carbon atom,
making them ‘saturated’ with hydrogen.
Unsaturated fatty acids have at least one
place where a hydrogen atom is absent
so that a double bond forms between
adjacent carbons.
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so that they also enjoy their holiday
with appropriate accommodation and
activities.

Pets on holidays
Are you travelling over the winter months
to warmer climates? Or do you prefer to
take your holidays in the warmer months?
Whether you are going away from home
for one night or for an extended period
of time, if you have one or more pet then
you need to think about whether they
will be travelling with you or enjoying
their own holiday either at home or at a
boarding facility.
If you are taking your pet on holiday with
you, then you will want to think about
the type of accommodation options that
are open to you. If you are staying in a
campground or caravan park, ask whether
pets are allowed – including which types
of pets. If you are staying at other
accommodation types, look for properties
that are pet friendly. Regardless of the
accommodation type you choose, ask
about the limitations that apply to your
pet: what is the fencing on the property
like, does your pet need to be restrained
at all times, if not using a caravan then is
your pet allowed inside the residence, is
the size of your pet an issue?
Need help in looking for pet friendly
accommodation? Try websites such as the
Shoalhaven Tourism website, which has
specific details on pet friendly options:
http://shoalhavenholidays.com.au/
visitors-info/pets-on-holiday/. Most
councils will have similar information,
including details of off-leash areas. When
planning your own holiday, you would
look at websites such as TripAdvisor for
reviews of accommodation or meals, so
do research about options for your pet,

If you are not able to take your pet with
you, will you be leaving your pet at home
or will they enjoy their own holiday at a
boarding facility? If leaving your pet at
home, do you have a reliable pet-sitter
who will either live-in and keep your pet
company, or someone who will drop in for
feeding and walking if necessary?
Looking for a suitable boarding facility
for your pet to enjoy their own holiday?
Pets have preferences just as we do, and
so the style of facility that you choose
needs to meet your pet’s individual
needs. Ask friends who have pets which
facility they use; ask your local vet for
recommendations; visit a variety of
facilities to see exactly what they offer;
think about whether it is important to
you that the facility provides a pickup and delivery service. Before making
a decision, think about your pet and
whether they will be comfortable at
that facility or not. If you have a bad
experience with one facility, shop around
for an alternative.
The important thing, regardless of
whether your pet accompanies you on
your holiday or not, is that you know they
are comfortable and being well looked
after – you want them to enjoy their
holiday as much as you will enjoy yours.
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Notes and Ghosts - The Last Post

Michael Hammond playing The Last Post during a previous service

The Last Post, and the silence and
The Reveille that follow it, is in many
ways the focal point of our Anzac Day
service. This simple plaintive five-note
bugle melody touches us in different
ways, a perfect example of music as
a crucible of meaning and memory,
carrying associations and emotional
power well beyond what such a simple
and brief piece of music would normally
be expected to deliver. Most of us would
have experienced how music can evoke
strong feelings and memories, taking us
back to significant times in our lives (this,
after all, is why so many of us will always
prefer the music of our youth), but The
Last Post goes beyond this, calling up
the memories not just of our own lives,
but also those of our forebears, our
community, and our nation.
It’s not anything inherent in the
composition itself, although the way
in which it is performed does make a
difference. It was played faster, until its
connotations of mourning and homage
led to the slower, more haunting delivery
usually heard today. In military usage
prior to World War One it was simply a
signal to soldiers that all was well at the
end of the day and the watch had been
set for the night. It was only a small step,
and in many ways a logical one, for the
diggers of Gallipoli and other battlefields
to play this melody over the graves of
their fallen comrades.
Indeed, the playing of The Last Post and
The Reveille on Anzac Day, separated

by a period of silence, can be seen
symbolically as a sunset burial of the
fallen, followed by the mourning and
contemplation of the trenches in silent
darkness, and then the dawning of a new
day and a return to duty. In those couple
of minutes the participants in the Anzac
Service are joined in a communal act, and
the music is a key enabler of that, helping
to conjure the feelings of respect and
gratitude the occasion warrants.
Music making in traditional communities
was always a communal act, often used
to reinforce connections between people
and their shared purpose, such as the
traditional songs sung when working
in the field, setting off on a hunt,
worshipping or going to war. We still see
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music used in this way occasionally in our
society, for example many religions have
never stopped recognising the value of
music for reinforcing communal belief
(Sadly some commercialised churches
have gone too far and now arguably
abuse this power of music). We often see
sporting teams singing together before
or after a match with great gusto, and
I suppose a national anthem is also an
evolution of this kind of functionalcommunal music, but I’d argue that Anzac
Day is the most powerful echo of this
ancient musical phenomenon most of us
would experience in our time and place.
All this would be enough to make any
bugler or trumpeter nervous about
playing The Last Post on Anzac Day, but
in addition to being played at a time
and place where everyone is silent,
listening and invested in the moment, and
unaccompanied by any other instrument
to help disguise any mistakes, it’s also a
surprisingly hard piece to play. The Last
Post is technically challenging, requiring
total embouchure and breath-control to
jump up and down the harmonic series
without the use of valves. If any situation
was designed to test the nerves of a
musician, even an experienced one, this
is it - and yet every year schools across
the country ask kids with only a few years
of playing behind them to pull it off. It’s
not as hard as sending them charging
across the battlefields of the Somme, I
know, but it can still be an ordeal!
Now that I've said all that I hope I haven't
jinxed myself – as I write this the Anzac
Service is still a week away, and Joan and
the other organisers are busy making their
preparations - and what a service they do
for all of us!. I’d better get practising…
						
				
Mike Hammond
Mike Hammond is a former full-time jazz
trumpet player who has lived here for
eight years, and has become the unofficial
‘bugler’ for the Anzac Day service in the
valley.
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What’s happening with the Upper River Footbridge?
“Some people don’t know about it. But
it’s such a popular and historical icon
for the Valley. I think it’s too important
to bury” – a concerned Valley resident.
Will the bridge be buried? Will it be
repaired? What is the status since the
February/March campaign to Save the
Footbridge?
Did you see Molly Sian Jones’ photo of the
Upper River Footbridge in the KV Show,
also featured in the South Coast Register
on22 February? She won First Prize for a
collection of photos of the bridge at the
KV Show, and said “I entered a photo of
the Upper River suspension bridge to show
people it’s part of Kangaroo Valley history
and it should not be pulled down!”
Well, Molly, I think we may have our wish!
Over February and March, we conducted a
fast and furious on-line campaign to Save
the Footbridge. A petition garnered over
1,300 signatures, more than the total of
all residents in the Valley! This means
either some people were so incensed they
signed twice (not possible given how we
conducted it), or many other Shoalhaven
residents and tourists to the Valley were
equally appalled that the bridge might be
torn down.

Save this icon!! Photo by Colin Talbot

inspect the bridge (photos were later
published in the March 2017 Valley Voice,
pp 8-9). A very favourable article was
written by Hayley Warden in the South
Coast Register, which was quickly sent to
the Mayor, our Ward 1 Councillors and line
managers at Council.
Following that campaign, on February
20th Shoalhaven Council unanimously
resolved:
“That Council:
1. Engage an engineering consultant to
review the options, including costs, for
repairing and renewing the footbridge
over the Kangaroo River.
2. Advise the residents and stakeholders
that plans are being progressed to renew
components of the bridge and funding
will be considered as part of the 2017/18
budget against other priorities.”
The key words are “options … for
repairing and renewing” rather than
demolishing. Also “renew components”
for the “2017/18 budget”. But we are
concerned about the caveat “against
other priorities”, which clearly gives
them a get-out-of-jail card if Council
later thinks it’s too expensive or surplusto-needs.

Molly Sian Jones’s First Prize photos of the
Upper Kangaroo River suspension bridge.

We also posted a stream of messages and
updates on the Upper River and Kangaroo
Valley community Facebook pages, and
conducted a broad email campaign,
especially amongst the 300+ residents of
the Upper River. Gareth Ward MP, KVCA,
KVCTC and UKRPA wrote strong letters to
Council. We made contact with Council
managers and directors involved in assets
and works, and with the Mayor, Amanda
Findley, our local MP, Gareth Ward and
all our councillors, of whom Ward 1
Councillor, Nina Cheyne, was especially
positive. All three accompanied me to

Following a tendering process, MI
Engineers in Nowra has been retained
to assess the bridge and identify
“alternatives and solutions”. Two months
since the Council resolution – certainly
not quick, and still no engineering report
or recommendations, but at least it’s on
the way.
Council and its senior managers are
being very helpful, cooperative and
pushing the process along. While it’s slow,
my impression is they are on the job.
Likewise, our Mayor, Amanda Findley, who
has been a tower of support, Clr Nina
Cheyne and Gareth Ward MP, who was one
of the first to come to our aid.
On April 21st, Martin Upitis, Shoalhaven

Assets Manager, reiterated that the
engineering consultant is exploring
options for “repairing and renewing” the
footbridge. He wrote “Council’s brief to
the consultant included the option of
using alternate materials which are more
durable than some of the existing timber
components. One of these materials
is fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) which
is a tough, lightweight material used
in many structures such as jetties and
boardwalks. The consultant is currently
preparing cost estimates for at least both
FRP and timber repairs to the footbridge.
However, the decision to adopt a certain
repair method will not be made before
the community is consulted on its views.
“The consultant’s report and
recommendations are expected during
May. This will be in time for their financial
implications to be considered before
the 2017/18 Capital Works Program is
finalised.”
Once the engineering report is received,
Ben Stewart, Director of Assets & Works,
has assured us we will be given the
opportunity to review it and their draft
plan. He has offered staff to come to a
community drop-in meeting to answer
questions. We’ll hold the meeting at
the Upper River Hall, and take a walk
across the road to the bridge so Council
staffers can see the real thing. Everyone
will be informed so you may attend, ask
questions and raise concerns if the plans
aren’t up to scratch.
At one time, the footbridge was the only
way of getting from west of the river
to the Upper River School. Later, it was
replaced and built higher. It was still an
emergency route for residents east of the
river in time of flood. When very heavy
rains were forecast, residents east of
the river would park on the other side
of the bridge and walk across the raging
river to drive to work. Council has found
evidence, in the 1977 plans for the latest
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The second bridge (first was 1907) when Shirley Scott used it for school in late 1950s.
Photo Shirley Scott.

Bruce Cobb going to school over the second
bridge, c 1957. Photo Bruce Cobb

footbridge, that it was designed to be
above 100-year flood levels. The 100-year
flood level in that part of the Upper River
is 99.8m. The underside of the bridge was
designed to be 101.3m, ie 1.5m above a
100-year flood. Conversely, we know that
the Gerringong Creek Road car bridge is
well below 100-year flood levels - witness
the water and debris over it during the
June 2016 20-year flood!
Our beloved footbridge remains standing,
majestically, happily swaying above the
sometimes tumultuous waters below,
but sadly awaiting long-overdue loving
attention. It is obvious the decking boards
need attention (the boards need spacers,
and some need replacing), the handrails
need attention (some are safety hazards
and urgently need to be replaced) and
the bracing needs attention (repair and
replacement). We have to wonder, had
Council engaged in routine maintenance
over the years, could all this have been
averted?
Until the bridge can be repaired, access
will remain closed for safety reasons.
Thanks to everyone for your tremendous
support and contributions – KVCA, KVCTC,
the 1300+ who have signed the petition,
many individuals who have offered sage
advice and posted compelling photos
on their Facebook pages, and especially
Mayor Amanda Findley, Clr Nina Cheyne
and Gareth Ward MP who have supported
us and championed the cause.
So, Molly and others, while we think the
bridge is safe, nothing is assured until we
see a line item for repairs firmly in the
2017/18 Shoalhaven budget. The Mayor,
councillors and Council staff are aware
that the community fully supports the
retention of the bridge, and are on our
side. But strange things can happen in
councils.

It does take a whole Village to Save a
Bridge! Until the budget item is passed
by Council, we need to remain vigilant,
and to be prepared for further action if
necessary.
Gary Moore
Secretary
Upper Kangaroo River Progress
Association, Inc.
www.upperriverhall.com.au
Upper Kangaroo River Community on
Facebook
www.facebook.com/
groups/211794212606515

Above: Opening of the third bridge, 3
December 1966. Photo courtesy of Peter
Dumbrell and the Pioneer Village Museum.
Left: Water and debris on the lower concrete
bridge, June 2016. Photo Robbie Sharman.
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TrivIa Questions:

TrivIa Questions:

2. The only Royal palace in America is
found in which city?

6. After watching her on stage, of whom did
Dorothy Parker write, ‘She runs the gamut
of emotions from A to B.’?

1. Who lived the longest of the 		
following three singers, Elvis Presley,
Michael Jackson, John Lennon?

3. In 1982 the British newspaper ‘The
Sun’ used the single word headline
‘Gotcha’ to describe which infamous event?
4. Which 2 elements make up Acetylene Gas?
Answers on page 35

5. Put these services in order from oldest
to newest: Twitter, Gmail, Instagram,
Facebook

7. What nationality was French queen Marie
Antoinette?
8. What is the largest desert in the world?
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TrivIa Questions:

9. Who wrote the Christmas book, ‘The
cricket on the hearth’?
10. How many drivers are awarded points at
the end of a formula one grand prix race?
11. The cultivation of which crop was
banned in France in 1748 because it was
thought to cause leprosy?
12. The letter ‘Z’ is worth how many points
in the Polish edition of the board game Scrabble?
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Getting Around

This is the fourth in a series of articles
summarising each of the ‘priority
areas’ in the NSW Government’s Ageing
Strategy.
“Getting around independently on a
day-to-day basis is a very important
part of maintaining a good quality of
life as people age. Older people in NSW
have told us this is a necessary part of
an ideal community to grow older in.
Ensuring older people have access to
a variety of transport options – ones
that are safe, appropriate, affordable
and reduce reliance on cars as the only
mode of transport – is essential to keep
older people connected and empowered
as they age. It also ensures they can
participate in the social and economic
life of their communities.”
Feedback from older people indicates
that:
• Not having transport options in their
community is a major barrier to 		
accessing services and participating in
social and economic life.
• Although they use many forms of
transport, they can often experience
difficulties travelling. The most 		
common issues are: trouble walking
about (an issue that generally
increases with age), living in an
isolated area, or not being able to
afford to pay for transport. Physical
barriers – in getting to transport, or
onto the transport itself, and in the
built environment – are also a worry.
This is especially so for people who are
less mobile or have a disability or
chronic health condition. Scarce
or poor-quality footpaths and lack of
accessible parking make getting 		
around challenging.
• Whether they think public or other
transport is safe and comfortable, and
whether they have enough information
about it, affects whether they use
transport options other than the car.
Some older people who do not use
public transport say it is relatively
expensive, inconvenient and 		
potentially unsafe, or that it is too far
away from their home or destination.
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Community
information
directory

• Those who live in rural and remote
areas of NSW can face more challenges
with transport and getting around,
especially where public transport
options are limited. Those in Aboriginal
communities can also have problems
accessing transport, with some
Aboriginal elders saying car 		
ownership by older people is low in
their communities.
The NSW Government is already
supporting older people to get around
through the Transport Access Program (a
large-scale infrastructure program) and
through initiatives like the Older Persons
Transport and Mobility Plan, the Active
Transport Program, and the Community
Transport Program.
Over the next four years, efforts will
focus on working with partners in the
private sector, local communities and
other levels of government to increase
the transport options to help older people
get around safely in the community.
The Government intends to:
• improve current options so that 		
they are more affordable, efficient and
accessible for people with mobility
issues;
• work across the transport sector to
increase awareness of the needs of
older passengers;
• explore new or emerging models of
delivering transport services that could
benefit older people who may need
more support, including those living in
regional, rural and remote areas of the
state;
• continue working to make sure that
older drivers can drive safely for
as long as practical without putting
themselves and others at risk; and
• work to improve pedestrian safety
for older people and encourage 		
them to walk and cycle to get around,
particularly for short trips, and to stay
active and healthy.
Tony Barnett

24 HOUR CRISIS SERVICES
Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade 000
To call emergency services from a mobile
phone with no network		 112
Lifeline
13 11 44
Salvation Army Care Line
1300 363 622
Health Direct Australia
1800 022 222
Mensline Australia
1300 789 978
Rape Crises Centre (NSW)
1800 424 017
Domestic Violence Line (NSW) 1800 666 463
Poisons Information Centre 13 11 26
Telephone Interpreter Service
(for speech/communication impairment)
1300 555 727
Beyondblue Info line
1300 224 636

COUNSELLING SUPPORT
Suicide Call Back Service
1300 659 467
Salvation Army National
Hope Line
1300 467 354
Sane Australia
1800 187 263
Parentline NSW
1300 130 062
Family Relationships
Advice Line
1800 050 321
Relationships Australia
1300 364 277
Dads in Distress
1300 853 437
Grief Support Line
02 9489 6644
Compassionate Friends
(Bereaved Parents and
Suicide Survivors)
1800 671 621
National Association for
Loss and Grief
02 6882 9222
Mental Health
Information Service
1300 794 991
Association of Friends and Relatives
of the Mentally Ill (ARAFMI) 1800 655 198
Credit and Debt Hotline
1800 808 488
Gay and Lesbian
Counselling Service
1800 184 527
Carers NSW
1800 242 636
NSW Rural Mental Health
Support Line		
1800 201 123
Veterans and Veterans Family
Counselling Service		
1800 011 046

Chairman
Kangaroo Valley Seniors
Accommodation & Support Committee

CENTRELINK 13 10 21
Editor’s note
This list was compiled as part of the work
undertaken by the Seniors Support group in
the valley.
The Voice supports the group’s activities and
initiatives and reprints the information as
part of our community service ethic.
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Poor design
We have an espresso coffee pot that
makes very tasty coffee. The only
problem is that coffee dribbles down the
side of the machine when you pour it out.
We have a coffee plunger that does the
same thing. We have a mixing bowl with
a spout that may as well not be there.
One of our water jugs suffers from the
same problem. Even one of our watering
cans dribbles down its spout. And don’t
get me started on our tea pots! I don’t
know how many containers we have that
have a spout on them, but I reckon that
about every second one doesn’t work as
it should, no matter how slowly or fast
you pour the contents or how viscous the
liquid.
You may wonder why I haven’t ditched
these faultily designed containers.
I would if I had any confidence the
replacement would solve the problem.
Maybe it’s my memory, but I don’t
remember too many jugs that didn’t pour
effectively in my parents’ home, so the
problem seems to be getting worse, not
better. I wonder if the problem doesn’t
lie with today’s industrial designers who
are more interested in form than in
functionality.
You would have thought that by now
designers would have solved the problem
of dribbling spouts. After all they have
had some five and a half thousand
years to do so. I am reliably informed
that the earliest pouring spouts date to
around 3500 BC and are connected with
the first cities and literate societies in
Mesopotamia (modern Iraq and Syria).
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They were curved spouts attached to the
shoulder of long jars and are associated
with beer drinking. These communities
loved their beer. In fact, there are
cuneiform clay fragments with some
100 recipes for different beers from
Mesopotamia. Later, in the Iron Age (ca.
1000-800 BC and later), ‘trefoil’ (open)
spouts were popular and developed out
of wine drinking. They were attached to
high-shouldered jugs and you see them
everywhere across the Mediterranean
lands. So those of you who like a tipple
can tell your more abstemious friends
that they can thank their beer and winedrinking ancestors for the invention of
spouts.
Shower controls are another case in
point. They are becoming more and more
complex. When I was a child there was a
hot tap, and a cold tap. You turned them
anti-clockwise to get water out of them
and clockwise to shut the water off. The
hot tap was on the right, and the cold
tap on the left. Then the mixer appeared
on the scene. You pulled it up (or out) to
turn it on, and twisted it to change the
water temperature. Now there is any
number of tap mixer designs and each
one operates in a different manner. That
doesn’t matter too much in most cases.
But it can be infuriating when you’re
trying to take a shower, especially if,
like me, your eyesight is such that you
need your glasses to read anything. It
is particularly infuriating if you have
to put your arm, or even more of your
body, under the shower head to reach
the controls. All too often you’re either
nearly scalded or the water is ice cold.
Taking a shower is an unfamiliar bathroom
can become quite a challenge!
When this happens to me I sometimes
have visions of a room full of gnomes in
a design office rubbing their hands with
glee as they come up with yet another
baffling design that will inevitably lead

to some poor victim getting soaked
with freezing or boiling water as they
attempt to set the flow to a comfortable
temperature.
You often encounter poor design in
commonplace items.
I was at a friend’s place the other day and
they had a table that looked beautiful.
The only problem was that it was topheavy and somewhat unstable. If anything
heavy was placed close to the edge, or if
you put your elbows on the table it tipped
over. You certainly couldn’t use it as a
resting place for your backside. Other
problems with table designs are that for
up to half the perimeter a leg gets in
the way of anyone sitting there, or they
protrude past the table edge just waiting
to trip an unwary passer by. Again tables
have been around for eons and you would
think that these features would have been
designed out of any new product. I have
sat at tables that are well designed and
don’t over-balance or have legs that get
in the way, but all too often what should
be basic design features are not apparent
- for reasons of style, I can only presume.
Similarly, many modern chairs look lovely,
but they’re built neither for comfort nor
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Fundraiser for East Timor
For the last couple of years Alan
Stone and Jo Keane have organised a
fundraiser to support a village school in
Zimbabwe. They had planned the event
again for this year, but unfortunately
found they were no longer able to
deliver funds into that country, so
decided to send the money raised
from this year’s event to the Kangaroo
Valley Remexio Partnership East Timor
Scholarship Fund, which provides
scholarships for secondary and tertiary
students in East Timor.
Both of these images show rather classic poor
design examples! Source: Google images.

to assist with posture. I suspect it would
be impossible to incorporate both those
features into a chair, but you would think
a designer should have one of them as a
starting point.
I was recently driving a relatively modern
motor vehicle with great styling, but it
had the worst blind spots I think I have
ever come across. Changing lanes was a
nightmare as you had to be very careful
that another vehicle wasn’t just behind
you in the adjacent lane into which you
wanted to move. I wasn’t sorry when the
journey ended without mishap.
On the other hand I think there are some
really well-designed things that are now
very hard to find because they have gone
out of fashion. Fondue sets, for example,
have gone from most households. I think
that’s a shame as I always enjoyed the
conviviality that went with a fondue
meal. There was something that seemed
to enliven the evening when sitting
around a table sharing a repast from
the same bowl. What’s more, fondue
forks had an unsurpassed practicality
for getting things out of tiny nooks and
crannies. I miss them.
I also think splayds are a great utensil,
especially at events where you had no
option but to stand while eating. They
were ubiquitous 30 or 40 years ago, but
the fashionistas decided they were passé
and the only place you can find them
these days is an op shop. I suspect they
fell victim to being too functional and not
sufficiently elegant.
Give me functionality over style any time!
What’s your view?
Write to the Voice.
Viewpoints is offered anonymously so
that any questions and opinions you
may have whilst reading the article are
unbiased and of your own beliefs.
We value individual opinion and if you
have something to say, we would love
to hear your Viewpoint.

A large crowd gathered at their home to
enjoy an evening filled with music and
poetry, to sit around the fire pits, eating
delicious food with the odd glass of
wine. Sizzling sausages and bush poetry,
not to mention the haunting sounds of a
didgeridoo, helped make this a uniquely
Australian night.
Alan entertained with his lively rendition
of some of the most memorable examples
of our bush poetry, Bev Stuart from
Tomerong, familiar to many from her
appearances at many Poets’ Breakfasts at
the Folk Festival, read a selection of her
poetry. Andy Gordon played some of his
music, including his popular ‘Hampden
Bridge’, and delighted the crowd when
Peter Swain accompanied him on the
didgeridoo. Peter, from the Warrambinga
Wiradjuri people, performed several other
pieces on three different didgeridoos
and will appear in the Valley again next
month when he will be performing at ‘The
Arts in the Valley Festival’. Items from
Rob Cleary and Rob Farnham rounded out
the musical entertainment, whilst Peter
Wesley-Smith raised much hilarity with
his latest witty offering, ‘Valley’s Vulgar,

Vile and Vapid Varting Competition’,
portraying several members of the KV
community in an entirely new light and
displaying hitherto unsuspected skills!
$1,380 was raised, which will be
combined with the residue from last
year. A most successful evening, not only
in being able to support such a worthy
cause, but also in providing the crowd
with such a happy occasion.
Alan promises a similar event at the same
time next year.
						
			
Jenelle Brangwin

Allan Stone addressing the crowd

Andy Gordon and Peter Swain
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outside the Post Office, as FIG shares the
abundance of particular crops from the
Community Garden.

FIG Community Garden
Summer and early autumn – including
the Show – have come and gone, with
many folk enjoying the satisfaction of
competing and, for some, the fame of
walking off with prizes in the pavilion.
FIG fared well in the vegetable section,
whilst members Josh Gorman, Kerri
Carlton and Gary Moore gained prizes
in many and varied sections. It was
fun to hear the banter and bluffing
before the Show – who was going to
enter, and what would it be? The old
stalwarts of the veggies turn up, year
in year out, with bigger and better
exhibits. And thanks to the efforts of
all, but especially Bruno Henke, FIG also
exhibited some award-winning produce!
Scorching hot weather followed by
soaking rains have wreaked havoc with
the FIG garden this autumn. Tomato
yields were up, then down; beans good
to start then faded, then fired up again;
eggplant great; chilies great during the
summer, then failed, as did the pumpkins
and then came the cucumbers – wow.
They just kept on coming! We hope that
everyone in the Valley enjoyed the bounty

The monthly markets have changed
management, and FIG will now operate
from the ‘point of sale’, in our shed at
the bottom of the pub’s beer garden. Lyn
Rutherford, our exceptional secretary
and superb organiser behind the scenes,
is heading up yet another venture, with
reliable guidance and contributions from
Kirsty Hambrook, with Bruno, Trevor,
Edmond and Gary helping out. Thanks to
FIG members who harvested, put up signs,
hustled and charmed customers who
ventured across the verdant terrace into
the calming surrounds of the FIG garden.
The garden is a nice place to spend time,
chatting and getting to know the stories
and origins of the fresh veggies we have
for sale. You can’t get fresher than this –
if we haven’t got enough, we go right out
and pick more.
FIG is collecting green waste from The
General restaurant on a weekly basis
for processing into compost, with our
patron Friendly Inn Bistro just coming on
board. It’s terrific to see the community
so involved in sustainability. A trailer-load
of pigeon poop has added to the nutrient
value – now we have to balance adding
sufficient carbon with the physical act
of turning and aerating the compost. We
need strong persons in the community to
assist with this task:any takers? Please
let us know. Learn about gardening at the
same time, from the bottom up.
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A very successful propagating workshop,
facilitated by FIG, was conducted by the
ever-knowledgeable Kirsty Hambrook
at her Terrewah Farm. A big thank you
to Kirsty for the valuable insight into
making ‘soil blocks’, then, with a number
of eager FIG members, planting out the
desired seed for our winter garden. FIG
is using a three-pronged plan of attack
– March/April for propagation, April into
May for bed preparation (drat all that
rain!), and late April/May for planting.
Hopefully, if the rain ever stops, we’ll
implement and repeat the process in the
spring, with seeds being acquired well in
advance, and now that we know how to
soil block, we’ll be producing most, if not
all, of our plants directly from seeds.
We end this month’s report on a sad note,
as we acknowledge the passing of one
of our members, Rick Basnett, husband
of Dene – a vibrant man who was always
keen to engage and help. Vale mate.
						
			
FIG Committee

FIG Seed Propagation Workshop with Kirsty
Hambrook
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Thank goodness that wet period is over
and we can start enjoying the shift into
the colder months and the transition
into autumn colour and winter flower.
If you want a good brassica crop you
should start immediately, as they should
be growing well by the time the frosts hit
to ensure they develop the heads. It is a
classic mistake to plant these too late.
Of course you can always go with our
family’s favourite - the Broccolini that is
fast growing and produce small heads.
They can be planted throughout autumn
and winter. For all those keen mowers
out there, don’t forget the bulbs will be
emerging and may be in the way of your
cutting. Sometimes it is best to leave a
strip of grass un-mown over winter to
allow the bulbs to maximise leaf growth
and subsequent flowering. Some lawns
can go months without actual mowing and
can allow great winter flower shows.
New Zealand Flax (Phormium)
This is one of New Zealand’s most
celebrated plant exports, and now
cultivated into lots of amazing colours.
It’s that often giant-sized long-leafed
plant that has waxy leaves with often a
very sharp point at the end. They can
reach heights of 2m to3m. The beauty
of this plant is its versatility in different
gardens, wet/dry, sun/shade, but most of
all colour.

A lot of modern gardens use Phormium
in dark contrasting colours like black
or purple to stand out against modern
angular features. Their natural habitat
in New Zealand is on rocky well-drained
nutrient-poor soil. It’s not a great plant
as a wind break, but I have seen it used
this way. You can buy it from the Nursery;
however if you see one in a friend’s
garden and you like the look of it, you
can cut a small section of root at the base
with leaf attached and plant it in your
garden.
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Answers to Trivia
Questions from page 30
1. Elvis 42 years, MJ 51 years, JL 40
years
2. Honolulu
3. The Sinking of the General Belgrano
in the Falklands War
4. Carbon & Hydrogen
5. Facebook (2004), Twitter (2006),
Gmail (2007), Instagram (2010)
6. Kathrine Hepburn
7. Austrian

New Zealand Flax (Phormium) varieties

The Loquat
The what! Well, surprisingly a lot of KV
gardens have them. A small tree that
grows with dark green glossy large-ribbed
leaves that occasionally produces a soft
fleshy fruit similar to an apricot. I’m a
bit young to see the significance of the
plant that nearly every garden has: the
fruit tastes nice, and it makes delicious
jam. The fruiting happens sporadically,
sometimes every year and sometimes the
tree skips a few years. The plant flowers
in late autumn early winter and fruits are
ready early spring through to summer. The
flesh some say is like a nectarine crossed
with a mango; however I’m more inclined
to think it is like a poor man’s apricot.
The seeds dominate the fruit, so there
is sometimes little actual edible flesh on
the plant. I would plant this more for its
appearance than its culinary attributes.

8. Antarctica (Dictionary definition 		
of Desert: - a region so arid because
of little rainfall that it supports only
sparse and widely spaced vegetation
or no vegetation at all)
9. Charles Dickens
10. 10
11. Potato
12. One point

Thanks to Michael Wolstenholme for
providing us with our May Trivia!
If you would like to join in the fun in
person, Trivia is held on the second
Tuesday of every month at

The Friendly Inn
7:30 p.m. start
$5 donation to Alzheimer’s.
We are all very welcoming and friendly,
come sit in with any team and join the fun!

Contributing to the Voice next month?
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 by

New Zealand Flax (Phormium) - a Google
image search will show you just how stunning
the colours can be.

MAY 20TH

The loquat tree
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Elaine Apperley
For many years the name Elaine Apperley
was synonymous with the Pioneer Village
Museum. Elaine was a dynamo who built
up her team of volunteers to keep the
museum open and relevant and in the
public eye. For many of the public, she
was the museum, a fact she strenuously
denies, as hidden behind the scenes
were the hard-working Museum Trust and
Historical Society. But it was Elaine whom
people thought of when they thought of
Pioneer Museum.
Before moving down here, Elaine and
Logan used to drive to diving expeditions
on the South Coast via the Valley. Coming
over the mountain into the Valley was
like driving into their home town in New
Zealand so, when Logan retired in 1999,
they knew exactly where they wanted to
live.
That home town was Otorohanga, south
of Hamilton, and Logan was the brother
of Elaine’s high school friend. “What else
could happen but we began to date and
eventually married.”
Elaine trained as a Home Economics
teacher, whilst Logan continued his
Doctorate in Engineering at Auckland
University.
In 1968, with a two-year-old daughter
and three-month-old son, they moved to
Sydney, where Logan lectured at Sydney
University. When the children were young
Elaine spent her weekends working in
a nursing home for the elderly; then,
with the children at school, she ran two
bookshops. Logan was then able to spend
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his weekends building a 40 foot trimaran
on the front lawn. After several trips on
Sydney Harbour, he and a crew set sail
for New Zealand, leaving Elaine and the
children to fly. “I remember the anxious
moment, with many prayers for safety,
as the children and I stood on the top of
Sydney Heads and watched this seemingly
minute boat sailing out into the wide
expanse of sea, and prayed that the God I
trusted and believed in would bring them
safely home to their family and friends.
He did.” (Elaine was always involved with
the Uniting Church and, after it closed
in the Valley, she started attending the
Anglican Church.)
The sea was obviously running in their
veins, as they also owned a Dive Shop in
Sydney, which channeled their love of
scuba diving. Elaine wasn’t too sure about
the diving at first, but after her first dive
she could only say: “Why didn’t you tell
me about this before?” Logan took groups
to Vanuatu, the Solomons, New Guinea,
and his favourite, Lord Howe. Diving was
also responsible for their expeditions to
the South Coast that took them through
the Valley. Here they found Paul Marcus
had just subdivided part of his farm and
they were able to choose a beautiful spot
with views stretching way to the south
and west. First they built a shed, then a
cottage (where their son and family now
live) and finally the house on the hill,
laboured on by Logan for many years.
Elaine became interested in the Museum
and joined the team of volunteers.
“Together we all managed the office
and looked after the visitors. I don’t
know that I did anything special for the
Museum. Pat Coulter and I applied for
many grants, both for the Historical
Society and the Trust, and generally made
visitors feel very welcome, encouraging
them to know and appreciate what a
great place the Valley and its people are.

“When I became involved with the
Museum there were several special,
interesting and elderly people looking
after it: Doris Good, Doris Blinman and
Elsie Dewhurst. At that point I think they
were the only volunteers, and, as we
often find, it became too big for them.”
Elaine became involved in approximately
2001 and, after a number of years on the
Trust, became its President. “The Museum
is on Crown Land and I was fortunate
enough to develop a good relationship
with the Crown Lands representative.”
Elaine was able to garner a lot of support
and was also successful with grant
applications, which enabled the Trust to
repair, restore and develop the property
and buildings. Gareth Ward, originally as
local councillor and later as State MP, was
very helpful in his guidance and advice
with grant applications.
During Elaine’s time the Trust decided
to build a Men’s Shed, a wonderful
asset as it enables men from the Valley
and Bomaderry to restore and create
the Museum’s effects. Visitor numbers
started, and have continued, to grow,
particularly since the appointment of
caretakers.
“There is no way that one person alone
creates and builds an establishment. It
is the band of like-minded people who
come together and join forces to bring
the dreams and ideas into place. The
volunteers, who have over the past years
offered their time and skills to help us
run and improve and develop the Museum
and its reputation, are the ones who have
contributed so much of their time and
talents to make it all work. With our new
caretakers to build on and extend this
reputation the Museum will indeed be a
continuing asset to our village.”
Elaine still loves the peace and quiet of
the Valley. She sits in the window of the
beautiful home Logan built, waving her
arm over the 180° view of mist, mountain
and valley in front of her: “It’s just this.”
She feels they could be back in the valley
where they both grew up.
Jenelle Brangwin
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Kangaroo Valley Rural
Pty. Ltd.

Adrian: 0417 677 518 - Email: adrianhindman@bigpond.com
* For all your earthmoving and rural contracting needs
* Fully trained, reliable, competent operators
* Footings, house sites, driveways, dams, retaining walls, arenas

* Supply/delivery of road base, sand, top soil, landscaping rock
* 5.5 tonne & 22 tonne excavators, 12 tonne tipper & trailer
* Track bobcat, auger
* Cattle yards

* Rural fencing
* 4WD tractor with GPS

* Boom spraying

* Slashing, mulching

* Fertilizer spreading
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Training and operations

March-April call outs
Our run of quiet call-out activity has
continued which is appreciated by all.
Just two calls out to report on this
month, which were both for trees down
over Moss Vale Road.
The first was near Barrengarry and was
dealt with by some passing motorists
and also local earth mover Dave Selby
providing a chainsaw and backhoe to
clean up.
The second incident was on Barrengarry
Mountain, where we assisted the RMS
crews with the clean up
Fire Permits
The fire permit season has now finished,
but you are still required to provide 24
hours notice to any adjoining neighbours
prior to burning off.
Guide to action
Just another reminder before you think
about lighting your winter fires to ensure
that your chimney is clean and fireplace
and surrounds are ready for action.

We have had two members complete
their basic firefighter training this month.
Brandon and Makayla Jenner completed
their practical examination with a live
fire exercise and will now be available to
attend call outs.
Welcome to the brigade and thanks for
putting in the time and effort to achieve
this result.
The brigade will be involved in the Anzac
Day march again this year, and will also
provide personnel and trucks to block the
roads to ensure the safety of all gathered
in the village for this solemn occasion.
Each year we work with the local police
to ensure this event runs smoothly and
safely.
News
At the end of April the brigade will be
taking part in a mapping and logistics
exercise with all Shoalhaven brigades,
based around the use of the new iPads
purchased for the trucks and a program
called ‘Collector’, which enables
individual brigades to provide live fire
updates, fire mapping and photos back to
a central incident management team.
						
				
Dusty Smart

Above:
Inside view of
hose drills
Right:
Makayla and
Brandon work on
a portable pump
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What a great innovation from the
ABC we enjoyed in April Star Gazing Live.
This series is a spin-off from the BBC
version which has been running since
2011. Hosted by Brian Cox and Dara
Obrien in England, it has been timed
to coincide with some major events
there such as solar eclipses and meteor
showers. In Australia it was an event in
its own right, acting as an introduction
for many to our beautiful southern skies.
One of the major aspects of the event
was the interaction of the public through
submission of images and questions and
the opportunity to mine true scientific
data and assist with the (successful)
identification of new exo-planets.
Personally I am unsure of the choice
of Julia Zemiro as co-host as I felt
she lacked a little knowledge and was
continually thrown by the demands of
the broadcast, but this may have been
a product of the desired format she was
required to adhere to and was only a
minor irritant. It was pleasant to see
many of our local ABC personalities
representing the majority of the public as
innocents and new observers.
Kumi Taguchi in particular was quite
engaging and Costa Georgiadis clambering
through the bush with “Space Gandalf”
and a simple Dobsonian telescope to
see the moons of Jupiter was a novel
experience. We also had an introduction
to the night sky lore of our First
Australians by Michael Anderson, an
indigenous elder, giving many new viewers
their first experience of the Emu, a
great shadow through the Milky Way that
encompasses the modern constellation of
Crux, the Southern Cross.
The astronomers involved were
approachable and a representative
cross-section of the professional cadre
in Australia. The familiar faces of Dr
Brian Cox, thinking woman’s sex symbol,
Dr Chris Lintott, a regular presenter on
ABC News, and Professor Fred Watson,
our greatest ever public astronomer,
reminded us that there is a big Universe
out there with many questions to be
answered. The information we gained
from their banter in the Q & A sessions
was concise and easy to understand.
I enjoyed the excitement that some
questions generated, as differing opinions
came thick and fast on many subjects, all
questions posed by the community. It felt
like we were part of a conversation, not
being lectured to. Another lovely moment
came when Fred Watson was shown

Julia Zemiro and Dr Brian Cox come to grips with the Universe

images by Dr. Lisa Harvey-Smith of an
asteroid that had been named after him.
I am sure I saw a tear in his eye.
Dr. Harvey-Smith is an accomplished
scientist and also has a good career in
broadcasting beckoning.
And where did they find Greg Quicke, also
known as Space Gandalf? An avid amateur
and outback observing enthusiast, it was
hard not to warm to him, as no question
was too simple and his love of the night
sky positively burst forth with every
answer. In the Q & A sessions he more
than held his own, with his best answer
coming to the question “What’s your
favourite planet?”. “Jupiter, because it’s
astronomy happening now, in front of
your eyes”.
Well, the southern night sky is a true
wonder and it wasn’t seen at its best.
Unfortunately the weather was a bit
unkind to the observers, with cloud
and wind interfering with the little star
parties on many occasions. I thought it
was clever that they used a video camera
on a second telescope to show us what
the observer was actually seeing, such as
Jupiter and the moons, but it was easy

to see the effect wind turbulence has on
seeing.
In addition to the live viewing, the
questions and images from the public
kept us all engaged. The most wonderful
thing was the discovery of four new
exo-planets by an avid amateur from
the Northern Territory. Taking part in
this scientific survey and using his own
computer to analyse data from space
surveys, he identified dips in light curves
that indicate the presence of new planets
around distant stars. When he described
himself as “just a mechanic” I called out
to the TV, “Not just a mechanic son, you
are a discover of Worlds”.
In all I was pleased with the show. I think
it was a success and I hope it becomes a
regular event.
If you are interested in learning more
please contact me at email markab@
westnet.com.au or look for the Kangaroo
Valley Astronomy Group on the community
website. Our next talk is on the Oceans of
the Solar system and the Moons of Jupiter.
Clear skies.

Your one-stop-shop for all your everyday and weekend needs

Open 7 days a week • 7am - 5pm

151 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley • 4465 1512
... in the centre of town, opposite the Post Office
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Well, Sunday 23rd April was a glorious
day for a stunning bushwalk to Wombat
Hill Lookout. A small group of seven,
including two people who are not part
of the die-hard group, enjoyed a walk
that was energising to a tad challenging,
depending on fitness, but all finished in
high spirits.
The walk is reached via Meryla Road,
Meryla, (via Moss Vale Road, in the
direction of Moss Vale). Meryla Road is
part sealed and part dirt, with some
pot-holes and corrugations. An SUV or
4WD with clearance is useful, but not
essential, with care. The undulating track
to Wombat Hill Lookout is along a ridge
and escarpment that has several stunning
views across extensive wilderness back
towards Kangaroo Valley, Lake Yarrunga,
Mt Moollattoo, Mt Carrialoo and Mt
Scanzi.
The visibility was unbelievable (really!)
and we could clearly see HMAS Albatross
in the distance across the tops of the
mountains. Most of us could have sat
looking at the views for hours playing
‘spot the KV landmarks’. I’m pleased to
say we could see only a handful of signs
of human habitation in the valley.
The weather was perfect, just the right

temperature with not a breath of wind,
and when there were no human voices
(ours) the silence was palpable - we could
have been miles from anywhere… and in
fact we were!
The walk is about 10km return, taking
about 4½ hours (including relaxed
breaks), through tall, but not very old,
woodland and also some heath with
scattered wildflowers and fungi. For
those who still had energy to spare, on
the return leg we took the optional 3km
return trail to Rebecca’s View.
Rebecca’s View overlooks Sandy Creek,
which Fran advised has scattered remains
of timber-getters’ huts. There are also
the remains of a steam-driven winch
(which we didn’t see), once used to haul
cedar out of the valley.
The walk is in State Forest, and once
we’d left the cars we saw no one the
whole day. The walk is generally easy with
some easy-medium sections of slope that
are fine with good tread on your boots/
shoes.
Ornithologists will be interested in the
bird list, which includes Beautiful Firetail,
Spotted Pardalote, White-throated
Treecreeper, White-eared Honeyeater,
Crescent Honeyeater, Buff-rumped
Thornbill, Rufous Whistler, Rockwarbler,
and Striated Thornbill. It would only have
been more perfect if we had walked in
total silence (hard for our friendly, chatty
group) and been deafened by bird song,
but we’d have had to walk at dawn for

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office of
Environment and Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox baiting
program in the Kangaroo Valley, Budgong and Illaroo areas for
the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. The
baiting is conducted on various private properties, Council
Reserves, NPWS estate, WaterNSW estate and vacant Crown
land. In addition, in response to increased wild dog activity 1080
wild dog baiting is also being undertaken within NPWS estate.
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year. This baiting will be conducting using both
1080 buried baits and 1080 (above ground) ejector devices at the
bait station locations. Do not touch any bait or ejector devices.
All properties being baited are sign posted with the baiting dates
and an indication of which baiting methods are being used on
each property. Dog owners are reminded to ensure their dogs do
not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning. A
map indicating the approximate location of each bait station
is being hosted on the Friends of the Brush-tailed Rockwallaby website at www.rockwallaby.org.au
For any further information please contact Melinda Norton,
or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy
Falls on (02) 4887 8244.
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that, which might be a bridge too far!
It’s a wonderful walk that is inspirational
for the spirits as well as the body. It’s
highly recommended and easy to do on
your own, without the group.
We hope to see you on our next walk, to
Barren Grounds NR, on Sunday 21st May.
If you’d like more information about our
walks, please call Fran on 4465 1599.
				
Chris Pryor

Bushwalking Schedule 2017
Sunday 21st May		
Barren Grounds Nature Reserve
Sunday 18th June		
Hindmarsh Ridge (Budderoo NP)
Sunday 16th July		
Bundanoon
Sunday 20th August
Griffith’s Trail
Sunday 17th September
Tallowa Dam 3 Views
Sunday 15th October
Kiama to Minnamurra Coast Walk
Sunday 19th November
Mt Bushwalker
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Obituaries
Elizabeth George
1946 - 2017

During her time in Kangaroo Valley,
Elizabeth served on a number of
committees on issues affecting the
Valley, most notably several years on the
committee of the Community Association,
including some as President, and as the
founding President of Kangaroo Valley Arts
Festival, in which capacity she presided
over the first two ‘Arts in the Valley’
festivals.
In 2014 Elizabeth and Dietmar reluctantly
sold “Burrawang” and moved back to
Sydney.
Sadly, Elizabeth finally succumbed to a
long illness on 26 March this year.
Tony Barnett,
with thanks to Dietmar Tucha for providing
to him information beyond his ken.

Warwick MM Deacock OAM
1926 - 2017
Elizabeth (also known to some as Liz or
Georgey) George was born in Randwick
and educated at St Catherine’s Girls
School. She studied piano until the end of
High School, and subsequently attended
the University of Sydney, where she
graduated Dip Ed in Arts with major in
Psychology.
Elizabeth joined the NSW Department of
Education, teaching English and History
at Finley High School in the Riverina;
but she hated being out of Sydney, so
in the early 1970s she transferred to
school counselling and became a Regional
Guidance Officer in the St George Region.
While still working in Sydney, in 1985
Elizabeth and her partner Dietmar bought
their first property in Kangaroo Valley, to
farm rye grass for seed and run cattle.
In 1986 Elizabeth worked in the Policy and
Research unit in the department’s Head
Office,and in 1987 she won a scholarship
to study for a year in Education at the
University of London.
In 1990 Elizabeth was appointed Director
of Schools for the South Coast Cluster,
which included Kangaroo Valley Public
School. Her office was in Nowra, so she
and Dietmar lived in the Valley until the
end of 1993, when Elizabeth returned
to Head Office in Sydney as Director of
Specific Focus Programs.
In 1996 they sold the farm and bought
“Burrawang”, a sandstone house
overlooking Lake Yurrunga, which they
made their home for the next 18 years.
Elizabeth didn’t continue playing the
piano after High School, but it led to a
lifelong love of classical music, in later
years extending to Richard Wagner, and in
particular his Ring Cycle, including a trip
to Bayreuth for the summer festival.

Born in London
in 1926,
Warwick was at
Stamford School,
Lincolnshire,
when it was
evacuated to
Wales in 1941
due to the
Blitz. It was
here in Wales
that he was
introduced to
and discovered
an affinity with
wild places. Aged 17, he quit school and
joined the Royal Marines. He gained his
Green Beret and was commissioned as a
2nd Lieutenant.
Rejoining the Regular Army after the
War, his many interesting appointments
included the Command of the Ski and
Mountain School of the British troops
in Austria, and a spell seconded to the
French Foreign Legion in Indo China. He
maintained contact with exploration,
visiting wild country in Alaska, Arctic
Lapland, the Karakorum and Himalaya,
becoming instrumental in establishing
“Adventure Training” in all three British
Services. He carried the Queen’s Colors
at the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth,
hearing then that Everest had been
summited by Hillary and Tenzing and
decided that ‘expeditioning’ was the path
he should follow.
At this time he married Antonia Van den
Bos, a South African born architect. He
was asked by John Hunt (team leader
of the successful Everest expedition) to
assist in setting up the Duke of Edinburgh
Award Scheme. In 1956 he volunteered
for the SAS, undertaking three patrols
on deep penetration in Northern Malaya
and also Oman before resigning his
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commission in 1958.
He migrated to Australia with Antonia &
daughter Kate (12 weeks old) in 1959 to
establish the Australian Outward Bound
School on the Hawkesbury River in NSW.
During this period he was also involved
in the establishment of the Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award in Australia. When his
three-year contract with Outward Bound
expired he went to Heard Island as an
Assistant Scientist with the Australian
Antarctic Division where he had an
unsuccessful attempt to summit Big Ben.
Some years later he returned to Heard
Island for another attempt at Big Ben.
This time he and four others achieved the
first summiting of the volcano.
In 1965 Warwick registered Warwick
Deacock Enterprises, purchasing 80 acres
of unspoilt bushland in Kangaroo Valley
and building Chakola, an experimental
leisure center. He later had the property
gazetted a Wild Life Refuge. At the
same time he established Ausventure Australia’s (and one of the world’s) first
specific “Adventure Travel” Company.
From 1966 he organised and led
commercial walking and snow craft groups
in Tasmania, the Australian Alps, Fiji,
New Guinea and the Himalaya. Warwick
organised the first commercial Australian
trek to the Himalaya in 1967 and the first
Australian climbing expedition to Nepal in
1975. Through the 1970’s and 80’s he led
trekking and tour groups to the Himalayan
regions of Nepal and Kashmir, Africa,
South America and many other places.
In the 1980’s he and Antonia moved to
Maleny in Queensland, then back to
Sydney in 2010 when Antonia’s health was
failing.
In December 2016 Warwick celebrated
his 90th birthday with family and friends.
In late March 2017 he visited Chakola
to inspect bush regeneration and weed
eradication work done by Nick under the
auspices of a grant from the Foundation
for National Parks & Wildlife, enjoying a
couple of nights in his ‘eco-yurt,’ waxing
lyrical about many things close to his
heart.
Sadly, Warwick suffered a stroke and
died peacefully on Monday 3rd April 2017
with Kate, Nick and Nick’s family at his
bedside. He had remained active and
enthusiastic until the end, sitting with
a dram of his favourite evening wine
beside him and no doubt planning new
adventures at the close of day.
Warwick is survived by his daughter Kate
and son Nick, and their children Damien &
Maya Deacock and Lotte Newton.
Based on an article by Eddie Vann in
Range News, Maleny, 2011 and notes by
Nick Deacock.
For further information on Warick
Deacock see Kangaroo Valley Voice,
February 2017.
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Sports Report
Bowls
The period covered by this report is
from 15 March to 5 April 5, 2017.
Social Bowls
On Wednesday 15th March, despite
the heavy green ,very competitive
matches were able to be played. The
two bowl triples match of the day saw
Peter Haddon lead Barry Dunn and Bob
Holdaway to victory by one shot over Mick
Vassallo, Ken Stephens and Rob Folkard.
In a pairs game the scoring of six shots on
end three set Bob Dunn and Steve Kellett
on the victory path over Peter Webb and
Lindsay McNamara by four shots. John
Ingold led Nick Nicholls to victory over
David Lambert and Tom Froggatt.
Wednesday 22nd March also saw very
competitive matches, played in humid
conditions. In Pairs matches Lindsay
McNamara and John Ingold took an early

lead, aided by scoring six counters on end
three. This gave them a lead tha, despite
their best endeavours, could not be run
down by Rob Folkard and Terry Hayes,
who ended up losing by two shots. Mick
Vassallo and Phil Chittick, despite winning
the most ends, were defeated by Ken
Crocker and Tom Froggatt by three shots.
Another hard fought match saw Brian
Povey and Russell Tulloch defeat Bob
Holdaway and David Lambert. In a triples
match, Derek Raymond skipped Bob Dunn
and Ken Stephens to victory, after trailing
until end 17 and aided by five counters
on end 14, over Peter Haddon, Arch
Mackinnon and David Armstrong.
Wednesday 29th March again presented
competitive and enjoyable matches.
Numbers caused a game of Cut-throat, in
which Bob Dunn took the lead at end 10
but was then overtaken by Brian Povey,
who went on to take the match from

Bob and Tom Froggatt. In a pairs match
Peter Haddon and Derek Raymond took an
early lead aided by six counters on end 4
and, despite a revival by Rob Folkard and
Barry Dunn with a score of five counters
on end 13, Peter and Derek went on to
a victory. Bob Holdaway, Ken Stephens
and David Armstrong had trouble holding
Mick Vassallo, Arch Mackinnon and Peter
Webb, as it appeared that this trio took it
in turns to have good ends and went on to
take the match.
On Wednesday 5th April, Bob Webster
and Lindsay McNamara won a number of
ends over Bob Dunn and Derek Raymond,
who put up a great battle over the last
six ends to draw the match. The other
pairs game saw Brian Povey and Rob
Folkard hold the lead by a small margin
from end four and claim victory from the
determined play of Peter Haddon and
Tom Froggatt. Triples matches saw Ken
Crocker, Ken Stephens and Peter Webb
playing good bowls but, despite winning
11 of the ends, they were defeated by
Marlon Rea, Arch Mackinnon and David
Armstrong. Barry Dunn led Nick Nicholls
and Terry Hayes to a fairly convincing
win over David Lambert, Phil Chittick and
David Badger in the other triples match.
Pennants
Round 5 results show Grade 2 in third
place after victory over Milton Ulladulla,
and Grade 5 had a victory over the same
club and are now in fourth position, but it
is doubtful that results for Round 6 shown
below will alter our position.
In 1st April Round 6 saw Grade 2 play
Nowra at Berry and Grade 5 away to
Callala. Both grades had a victory by one
shot and a score of 9-1.
Television
Television coverage of bowls will
commence on SBS from 14th May through
to 22nd October 2017. The presentation
of top-line bowls will commence at 3pm
and be an hour-long presentation, but
there will be a break in July to allow
for the coverage of the Tour de France.
The bowls show will feature the World
Junior Championship, the Australia
versus England test series and the
Australian Open and the Australian indoor
championship. In addition to this line up
of top bowls being played, there will also
be interviews and advice from a range of
present and past top-line bowlers.
For further information regarding play at
Berry telephone 0488 729 229. Remember
also to ring this number by 12 noon on a
Wednesday or Saturday for a 1pm start if
you would like to play in a social game of
bowls.
Enjoy your bowls,
						
			
The Bias One
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Sports Report
Golf Club
Last report I was saying how good it was
having some cooler weather. Well, then
the rain came, making it impossible to
play on both Saturdays 19th and 26th
March, so there was no March Medal.
The course was open to play the
Stableford Competition on Saturday 1st
April but, as it was extremely boggy, carts
had to stay on the paths at all times;
once more they were greatly appreciated,
and it was decided to play preferred
lies through the green, and the bunkers,
being gouged and water filled, were
declared “Ground under Repair”. Visitors
Ryan Walsh and John Fleming once more
handled the conditions best, with Ryan
finishing first with an excellent 42 points
and John second with 37 points. Mark
Grant also played great golf, considering
the conditions, finishing third with 36
points.
In the following week, Saturday 8th April,
the conditions were a little better but the
same temporary rules were in place. It
was a Par comp which was won by Steve
Atkins, who had an amazing score of +6,
way ahead of the rest of the field. Joan
Edwards was second with -1 and Michael
Oliver third with -4.

The Good Friday comp was closely fought
with the top three having very good
scores. Mark Grant won with 40 points,
beating David Cochrane, who also finished
with 40 points, on a countback. Visitor
Kieran Mannix was third with 38 points.
The Easter Saturday comp was won by
Robbie McDonnell, with his excellent
43 points giving him a very comfortable
win. Nicholas Lloyd, a visitor, was second
with 35 points and another visitor, Kieran
Mannix, was again third scoring 34 points,
beating Charles Tarbey on a countback.
David Cochrane was once more in great
form, winning the Easter Sunday comp
with 44 points. John Seyffer was second
with 36 points and Charles Tarbey beat
Mark Grant on a countback to finish third.
Both scored 33 points.
There were not enough starters to hold a
Monday competition. David Cochrane had
the best two rounds, over the weekend,
scoring 40 points on the Friday and 44 on
the Sunday. Congratulations, David, for
not only the convincing win but also for
your two outstanding rounds. Mark Grant
was second with a total of 73 points,
beating Robbie McDonnell on a countback

Fastest server in Kangaroo
Valley
On Saturday April 1 (no joke!), the
Kangaroo Valley Tennis Club held a Fun
Day down at the KV courts.
This day was open to all of the
community. It was great to have both
kids and adults come along and see
how fun tennis is as a sport, and a way
to make friendships too. There were
exhibition matches of ‘Fast4 tennis’ and
an opportunity to just get on the court
and have a hit.
The highlight of the afternoon was the
use of a speed camera to measure the
speed of anyone who wanted their serve
tested. Kangaroo Valley’s fastest server is
officially Yarran Cox of Upper River, with
a speed of 147kph. Yarran actually served
up a faster speed of 163kph but on that
occasion he served a fault! Second was
Dion Larkin with a speed of 146kph, then
Jonathon Steele not too far behind. Look
out for more KV tennis fun days in the
future.
						
			
Andrew Paterson

Until next time,
Seventy Plus

It was wonderful to have such great
weather for our Easter Stableford
competitions, which had plenty of
starters from our club and visitors.

Left: That water looks menacing
Above: Charles lining up for a birdie putt

Kids enjoy KV tennis day
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Paul Macefield
M 0413 443 786 P 02 4868 2007
paul.macefield@harcourts.com.au
378 Argyle Street Moss Vale NSW 2577
 harcourtssouthernhighlands
www.southernhighlands.com.au

Robert Henderson
M 0407 450 575 P 02 4868 2007
robert.henderson@harcourts.com.au
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Valley Moss
0427 651 230

Locally sourced, specialising in native flowers for all occasions

www.facebook.com/mandy.valleymoss | www.instagram.com/mandy.valleymoss

email: mandy.valleymoss@gmail.com
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For all mechanical repairs
... your local mechanic
John Wright
• Authorised Safety Check Station
MVRL 53587
• Pink Slips
• Eftpos available

Wrights Farm Machinery Pty Ltd MTAMemberMotorMechanicLic#:106089

Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley • 0411 619 179
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Hair Dresser

0402 576 859
02 4465 5000
gpjames cleaning@gmail.com
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What’s coming up
May 5–7th Highly Strung presented by Arts in the Valley
May 20, 27, 28 - The Way of All Fish - theatre at The ARTSLAB Upper River Hall

Do you have an event coming up? Let us know, call 0414 884 833 or email thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
Police
Ambulance
Poisons
Integral Energy
Lifeline
Fire
Storm and flood SES

EMERGENCIES
13 1444 or 4421 9699
000
13 1126
13 1003
13 1114
000
132500

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Perry
P&C
Vicki Barger
Public School
Andrew Smee
Scots College
Mike Pitman
Anglican Church
Andrew Patterson
Sunday School
Jeanette Dumbrell
Catholic Church Parish Office		
CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Joan Bray
Lions Club
Helen Mairinger
V.I.E.W. Club
Jenelle Brangwin
Remexio Partnership
Libby Turnock
Environment
Greg Thompson
Wildlife Rescue South Coast		
Wires		
Cubs/Scouting
Cuppa and kids
Bushwalking
Cricket Club
Fishing Club
Frisbee
Golf Club
Hockey Club
Pilates
Pony Club
Rowing Club
Tennis Club
Yoga
Iyengar Yoga

AGES and STAGES
Nicholas Carlile
Kate Hole
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Fran Pritchard
Hugh Sinclair
Vinnie Winch
Mark McLennan
Gordon Thomson
Sharon Gomez
Melinda Mangold
Karen Barker
Gerry Garrett
Peter Stanton
Vasudha Rao
Rose Andrews

4465 1327
4465
4465
4465
4423

1089
1585
2708
1712

4465
0431
4465
4465
0473
0418
4862

1851
355 725
1955
1357
114 026
427 214
1788

4446 0591
0432 177 206
4465
0435
4465
0439
4465
4465
0404
0407
4465
4465
4465
4465

1599
001 294
1448
456 356
1958
1580
483 680
928 994
1419
1688
1093
1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
Budgong Community Group
Alex Cooke
0418 440526
Chamber Tourism & Commerce Brenda Sambrook
0407 466 890
Historical Society
Garth Chittick
4465 1367
FIG Community Garden
Lyn Rutherford
0414 737 547
FYRE
Karen Harrison
4465 1699
KV Arts Festival
Nick Minogue
0414 732 514
KVCA
Wendy Caird
kvcollections@bigpond.com
KV Sustainable
Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain
Mike Gorman
0447 651 540
		
4465 1540
K. V. Show
Mairi Langton
0412 180 778
Osborne Park Hall
Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton
4887 8256
Seniors Support 	
Tony Barnett 	
4465 1800
Upper River Progress Assn
Sarah Butler
4465 1364
Claim the date!
Let us know what events you have coming up
Email thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Group secretaries please check and update contact
details if necessary
e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

WEEKLY EVENTS
Mon – Fri
Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon
1-3 pm Women’s Bible Study
Anglican Hall
4465 1585
Tues
10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
4465 1364
Tues
Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Tues
Yoga at KV Hall 9.30-10.45am and 6-7.15pm
Contact Vasudha 	
4465 1093
Wed
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings
1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 7 am (NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation Group
from 9am finishing about 4pm
Contact Werner Bayer
4465-1058
Wed
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga
4465 1364
Wed
Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall
Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm.
Contact Jillian O’Dowd
0468 309 530
Thurs
FIG Community Garden
9am-11am
0417 651 174
Thurs
Yoga at KV Hall 1.30 - 2.45pm
Contact Vasudha
4465 1093
Thurs
1-3 pm Women’s Care and Share Anglican Hall
4465 1585
Thurs
Friendly Inn Garden from 10am-12pm
		
0414 737 547
Sat
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church
4465 1585
8.30am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Tues (3rd)
Tues (4th)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Thurs (2nd)
Fri (2nd)
Sat (first)
Sat (last)
Sun (2nd)
Sun (last)
Sun (varies)

Wednesdays:
Thursday:

MONTHLY EVENTS
KV Rural Fire Service meeting
7.30 pm – Fire Shed
Contact Mike Gorman
4465 1540, 0447 651 540
Environment Group – 6 pm – Rectory Close
Contact Greg Thompson
0473 114 026
A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
Contact Mairi Langton
0412 180 778
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee.
Contact Belinda
0466 065 768
Bushwalk
Contact Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
for confirmation and location of meeting place
Lions Club Contact Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
Pre School Meeting
Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm
Proceeds to Alzheimer’s Australia
4465 2001
KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon
Contact Garth Chittick
4465 1367
P. and C. Meeting – KV School
View Club General Meeting and Luncheon
12 pm – locations as advised
FIG Community Garden
9am - 12noon
0414 737 547
Brogers Creek Landcare
Contact Andrew or Liz
4465 1482
Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Fishing Club Competition Day
Contact Harold Sharman
4465 1140
KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park)
contact Victoria Salkeld
4465 2520
BI-WEEKLY EVENTS
Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm
(daytime twice monthly and nights once monthly)
Contact Patsy Robb
4465 1626, 0432 522 030
(1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm
Contact Bob Dunn
4465 1056
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Sculpture in the Valley
Friday May 5th - Sunday 7th 2017 10am - 4pm
Official Opening by Richard Glover
ABC & SMH Broadcaster & Journalist

Saturday 6th May @ 11.00am

Cedar Grove, 189 Jarretts Lane, Kangaroo Valley
• All exhibits available for purchase on site

• Photographic competition

• A cafe will be operating for light refreshments

• Free parking

• Musicians

on

•

Visitors

are

invited

to

picnic

the

lawns

Artist: Ulan Murray • Photographer: Julijana Griffiths

For more information please visit www.artsinthevalley.net.au
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